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l ABSTRACT
_le theoretical and experimental investigation of _arious techniques
for nondestructively testing for bond strength are described_ Existing non-
destructive test techniques are mainly effective for detecting complcte lackof bond in adhesively bonded structures. Techniques investigated included:
acoustic emission, bond line electrical parameters, strain sensitive coatings,
and ultrasonic attenuation as a function of bond stress. The ultrasonicemission of a bond line under stress was found _o be a reliable indication of
bond strength. A definite need was found for a _idely applicable bond stress
method.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The needs of the aerosp___ -n_ustry have rapidly acceier_ted the use of
adhesive bonding in struct_ralapplications. Composite structures, pa._ticulariy
those using honeycomb, are to a large extent adhesively bonded today. The
advantages of adhesive bonding over welding, brazing, riveting, etc. are well
known. Perhaps the major problem posed by tP_ir u_e .hasbeen the variability |
of bond stre_th sometimes obtained. The exact reasons for these variations
are larely obscure although in many eases they can be. related to material and
adhesive handling and pr,_essing procedures. This problem is further complicated |
oy the fact that no sui+_ablenondestructive testing (NDT) technique exists for |
measuring the strength o£ the bonds in complex structurer-. Methods have been |
developed for determining whether or not a bond exists, and in some cases the _
charaetez Of the bond line, but exper-ience has shown that none are -effective i
for determining bor, d strength. This =program wP.s undertaken to investigate non-
destructive testing methods capable of quantitatively determining bond strength.
_- -- All mY_ methods were considered within the legitimate domain of the progra_., |
t= = = To maximize t_ immediate return from the program attention was focused
On adhesives and structures currently under consideration and use under the
Saturn 5 Rrogram. Adhesives considered were:
1) _fT-_?_ Blocm:ngdale Rubber Co.
2) FM-IO00 _loomiDgdale Rubber Co.
3) _tlbond 329 Narmco Materials Division
: 4) 73_3/73_ Narmco Mato_rials ]>Ivision :
The types of structures .considered included:
l) Alumlnum honeycomb core with aluminum face sheets.
: _) Phenolic honeycomb core with:aluminum face sheets,
- 3) Metal to°metal bonds.
_ " Guide lines established by NASA-for the equipment development included: :--
: 1) TBe equ._pment should be portable to _er_it use for both spot check "_
and auto.tic scanning.
'- _) _quipuent should be useable on curved surfaces. _
_: 3) I_q uid couplants or abrasive surface contacts should be avoided.
_) Instrumev_ts developed should be as inexpensive and simple in .-. _
operation as the techniques permit. _-
_ = " 5_) Where equipment utilizes vibration inputs to structures, the use ,
of sonic as well as ultrasonic transmission of vibration frequencies
- " sad 'freque_cy scans should be considered.
6) Original ideas and approach were emphasized.
4
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- The program was divided into three phases: a survey phase, a theoretical
investigation of adhesive bonding, and an experim(ntal phas£. The survey
I included a literature search and numerous discussions with manufacturers and
users of adhesives. It was conducted to determine the NDT needs of the bonding
industry and to ascertain the present practices. The survey showed little NDT
I was beir_ used on bonded structures; and a me.hod of determining the strengthof a bonded stracture was definit ly needed. The adheslve type failure at or
near the material-adhesive !nter:'ace was found to be more troublesome than the
• _ cohesive type failure resulting from a condition such as excessive bend porosity.| This is due to the low strength of the bond, the wide area affected, and _he
difficulty in detect_g the adhesive type of weakness.
m The second phase of the program (the theoretical investigation), consisted: of a literature review, a brief analytical study, and discussions with theoretical
people and engineers workir_ in the field. I_s purpose was to examine current
I theories and identify those parameters that can Le related to bonding strength.T is ._uowledge would for-. the starting point for lat r equipment development.
I Under the third phase of the program, techniques for simulating variablestrength buads were _o be developed and RDT tec_iques applicable to bond
ins_eeuion were to be investigated. The variable bond strength simulation ;;
iprestigation resulted in a new technique which we have labeled photomicro-
I flaw. This technique is capable of produciI_ bond strengths from zero to i00_
with the repeatability obtainable in manufacturing good bonds. The NDT
investigation uncovered a number of promising inspection techniques applicable
l to various kinds of bonds. Of these, the sonic emission from a stressed bondwas found to be a reliable indication of the bond condition and has possible
uses in whole structure tests.
The sonic emission technique has immediate application to proof tests. It .
is recommended that a program to adapt this technique to the static or dynamic
tests of subsections or stages be undertaken. This program would aetermine
I the ultrasonic emission characteristics of large structures under stress and :determine optimal instrumentation. Such instrumentation could, for a -_)dest
additional cost, greatly increase the amount of data available from the
I hydraulic or dynamic tests of large structures. _
The investigation of MDT techniques demonstrated that stressing of the
bond line is required to discern bonds of different strength. A progrsm to _ _| investigate all methods of bond stress is recommended. The bond stress _ -___"
method investigated could be used for all present methods of NDT, includin& -_._Y
the strain sensitive eoatir_s and the ultrasonic emission technique. They _ _'_ _._
would also be useful as _ proof te_ of critical bond areas. ?_
The remainder of this repor F treats _he various phases of _he investi- _
I gation in detail and presents the results obtained and the conclusion reached :_ ._.relative to the feasibil_ ty of inspecting adhesive bonded structures. _ .i
t
----- m m _ _ _ mm_mmBylm_mmm i I _ I
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: SECTION! ,SURVEY PHASE RESULTS --
I This phase consisted of a literature search followed by a survey ofthe adhesive manufacturers, the fabricators using,adhesive bonding, and the
manufacturers of NIE equipment. The survey was conducted to determine the "
• _ state of art of adhesive bonding and nondestructive testing of adhesive bonds. _.|
il I The n-tuberof papers published on the subject of bond nondestructive "
testing is relatively limited. Those papers that are available are largely _
concerned with particular equipment. A reportI* of work done for the.Na:9-
_Bmau of Aeronautics compares several of the nondestructive test instruments :_
Tor inspecting bonds and is informative. The reports of development work on
_ _ the instrumentation were,in cases, sources of information.2,3, _ Some of the
I operating manuals for the bond nondestructive testing instrumentation were
also useful. : !
! lThe literature search pointed out several facts. =First, an urgent need
a true bond strength inspection system. Secondly, a nee_ exists • iexlstsfor
i for a consistent method of:simulating a poor bond. Thirdly, existing NDT
" equipment is:adequate for detecting understrength bonds caused by large voids
in the adheJive, complete unbOnd due to inaccurate mating surfaces of serious
contaminatic_, bond line porosity, and bond line thickness. This equipment
• _ is completely inadequate for detecting poor adhesive type bonds.|
, The specific information sought from the adhesive manufacturers and
i users included: What are the main problems in producing a good bondT What• are the critical parameters affecting a good bondT What are the NDT techniques
now in useT What additional NDT test would be usefulT
-!_. The adhesive manufacturers often gave different answers to these questions
= than the users because of a different point of view. Both the adhesive manu-
facturer and the user agree that very strict control over every portion of the
_ adhesive bondIn6 process is necessary. However, from the manufacturers point| of view, if all the precise steps are carried out properly, a good bond will
result. From the users point of view, unavoidable and often unknown process
i variables will affect the _trength of a bond. Thus the main prcblems in producinga good bond from an adhesive manufacturer's point of view are related to process _
....variables. Fitting of faying surfaces, heat rate, and bonding pressure are the
= im_o-rt_t-problem areas. As examples, if the parts to be bonded are mlsfitted
-- I or the pressure while•bondlng is insufficient, the adhesive will not wet the
J surfaces and a l_or bond will be formed. If the adhesive is brought up to
temperature too slowly so that there is improper filleting action a weak drum
I peel test 0n 1_oneycJmb ps.nelresults.
/
i * The numbers refer to theelist of refereuces at the end of this report.
I '3
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i Both the manufacturer and the user stress the importem.ceof proper clean-
ing, etching, and elimination of any chance of contamination during the process.
I An instance of a difficult bonding situation occurred when cne manufacturer wasproducing understrength bonds uring h mid weathe . Althcugh subsequently
portions of the bonding c2eration were humidity controlled, the bonds remained
t understrength, and bondir_ had to be suspended for the h_mid months. Poor bona-can also be produced by unavoidable delays in the monitoring of the cl_.aningana
etching bath.
i . 15
Most of the more serious poor bond situations resulted from "adhesive
failures; these are characterized by almost all of the auhesive remaining on
one faying surface when the bond is 0roken. The surface of the adhesive will
l often have a very shiny surface when the bond is broken in this way. Thesefailure are attributed to contamination of some type, sometime from unknown
sources.
I The critizal considerations for a good bond as determined from the survey
include the formation of a stron6 wettable oxide sarface on the metal to be
bonded, proper wetting of the surface with the adhesive, elimination of con-
l taminants, and control of the fitting, temperature, and pressure of the bond.
The users of the adhesives were more concerned about the need for an NIE
. technique for determining bond strength as they are surer of the many fabrication ivariables that can affect a bond. The types of NIYEequipment now vail le re
well known to most manufacturers of bonded structures and are used mainly for
critical bonds. However, the shortcomings of the best equipment available are
l serious and often will not detect bond. It is significant
they an understrength
that at least one adhesive user uses the "coin tapping" test. In this test a
_killed operator taps the bonded panel with a coin and determines from the sound
! :the soundness of the panel. This technique will detect the larger bonding voids..The weak bonds detected by any available NDT technique are those originating J "
from faulty cure, or excess porosity. However, the very serious problem of the •
l "adhesive" failures cannot be de_ected.
A review of the exlstJng NIE instruments showed that most of them fall into
i two major categories. The first category is the ultrasonic or sonic instrument.It is characterized by such instruments as the Fokker bond tester, the Coinda-Scope and the Stubmeter. The second major tyge of NDT technique includes means _ ._
for physically stressing all or part of the bond line. These are either proof _ _.
tests which do not damage a good bond or plug tests where a small portion of the 2_--.;,_
bond llne _s removed, stress_-dto destruction and the section repaired. The _)_
Porta-shear and Porta-pull techniques are examples of the small destructive test.
The results of the survey phase indicate that a nondestructive technique to _ __
determine bond strength is ulgently needed. A versatile instrument wo_Id have \_
_ to detect the adhesive type of failure in addition to voids, porosity, _mproper _ .-_-
I etc. Of the desirable attributes of NIE system always lnclude "_ k._
cure, course _ any
-- a low initial cost, low inspectlon cost, simple operation and portabli_ty. "" _ u:_'
-ii:ii
I .&
_, 4
.... I I I IIIII I _
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i_ SECTION 3 -*"
i THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION
The object of this phase of the program was to identify the properties of
_ a bond that determine its strength and from t.his information to determine the| NDT technique best suited for measuring these properties. The investigation
_ was conducted through a survey of the books and literature in the field and *_
B discussions with people knowledgeable in the field of bonds and bonded structures.
I This was followed by an a.nalysisof current bonding theories to determine whether
. they provided any clues which would relate measurable parameters to bonding
strength. ;
Conferences were held with Dr. R. F. Blomquist of the U.S. Department of
_riculture, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, and with Dr. L. H.
I Sharp of Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey. These discus- _.sions were very iz'zformativeand con£ributed signficantly to the conclusions
drawn in this investigation.
References 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 contain information about the theoretical !im
nature of the adhesive forces at work in a bond. Some of the older adhesive
_.._ theories h_ve been superseded, and the present adsorption theory is gaining
• __ more acceptance. It was not, however, the purpose of this investigation to _
appraise the attributes of current bono._ng theories or to develop a new bonding
theory; accordingly, these theories will not be discussed in detail.
I Current bonding theories state that all of the forces involved in giving .
strength to an adhesive_bond attenuate very rapidly wi_h _n_re_ing distance; i
mm Gherefore, there is great difficulty in measuring them from a distance.
I Furthermore, except in those theories which hold that the mechanical inter- ;:locking of the adhesive or the exclusion of air from the bond layer are
responsible for the strength of a bond, the theoretical strength of a bond is
_ higher than the actual measured strength. The results of this investigation
m further indicated that the theoretical bonding forces were not responsible
_ for the failure of bonds. Since theoretically the bond forces inan adhesive
• i joint are Stronger than the cohesive forces in the weaker of the two materials,| i.e., the adherand or the adhesive, there is theoretically no bond failure in
•adhesion.
I The apparent failure cf a bond in adhesion mu_t then be attributed to !o
other causes, such as surface contaminants, either of a low cohesive force,
or of such a chemical composition that the layer of adhesive near the surface
• i i_ greatly weakened. It is the6rized that small areas of contamination can
m cause stress risers that propagate cracks parallel with and close to the
surface of the adherand.. Thus, what appears to be an adhesive failure is
_-i actually a cohesive failure and _ thin film of adhesive i._left on the adherand.
m
J
l
.| •" 5
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Another reason for such a failure could be a weakening of the oxide sur-
_ face of the adherend _hich might be due to the etching process or adverse
l chemical effects after the etching process. Of course, a thin film of a weak
contaminant could also cause a weak bond resulting in a cohesive failure of
I the contaminant. PlY
If these theories are true, the NDT method would have to test for con-
taminants or the formation of a weak oxide layer. The difficulty of detecting
: II these conditions after the bond is formed in a true nondestructive manner is
g evident from the configuration of an adhesive bond The inspection of these
surfaces before bonding could be helpful if done immediately before the bonding
I operation. Some consideration was given to this type of process control andit is a good ar a for future inve tigation.
I The results of this phase indicated that an NDT technique probably shouldnot be based on the molecular parameters of the theoretical nature of a bond.
In any case, the extremely short range of these forces virtually eliminates
- such a system in a completed bond. If the contamination and discontin_ities
I in the bond layer cause stress risers and contribute to the failure oi"a bond3it is possible to have perfect adhesion over the greater portion of the area
being interrogated and still have a weak bond.
I I These considerations do suggest areas for investigation into NDT techni-
ques. The possibility of small contaminated _reas effecting the total bond
-- m strength to a large degree suggests that some method of stressing the bond to
_i fail these portions would be necessary to detect them. For this reason many
|
of the NDT technqiues investigated utilize some bond stress technique.
Additionally, as the small contaminant areas will be exposed to very high
" • stresses when the bond line is loaded, it is expected that they will emit
sonic and ultrasonic _zations that can be detected by suitable listening
devices long before the complete bond line reaches the point of failure.
I This phenomenon can lead to proof test.
The change of dielectric properties of the adhesive during cure can be
i predicted theoretically; thus; with suitable instrumentation, any curing of .,
• the adhesive prior to fabrication can be determined. Also, dielectric '
constant, resistivity, _d piezoelectric effect are potentially use_ole for _ "
the measurement of bond interface condltions, particularly for nonconducting _ _-_
I composites. _ _
Weak areas caused by poor bonds will manifest themselves by the effect _,_'_:_"
they produce on the stress patterns on the surface of the composite durin_
loading. Stress sensitive coatings which have been used for many years t_ _ .j
detect such stress patterns should be applicable for variable strength bond ._
I determination within the limitations they impose. _Finally, we would expect that poor bonds will influence the propagation _ _._.
of ultrasonic waves through the part, particularly under loading. Ultrasonic _i_
] 966002472-0 ]6
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|
,_ Lamb waves which can be propagated for short distances in bonded structures
_ offer a potential tool for determining variable bond strength due to their|
great sensitivity to surface and interface conditions.
.t
_ _ A f_Arther effort carried out during this phase of the program was an| analysis of the forces Of attraction in a molecular bond. This analysis is
contained in Appendix i, and was performed to unco_er any theoretical molecular _
j parameters capable of being analyzed by nondestructive methods. Although
I idealized, it is helpful in the consideration of NDT techniques.
/_ Note from the analysis the extremely rapid fall-off of the bond forces.
l This emphasizes the need for close contact or good wetting. It also emphasizest e difficulty of measuring these forces. AIso, accord to he analysis,
different surfaces will yield d¢I'ferentbond strengths. The analysis does
: I show an advantage to the oxide coating on an aluminum surface.
R
Other considerations indicate that the cause of weak bonds is not the
weaking of these forces, but rather the failure to form the bond in the first
I place. Thus, %he cohesive strength of the surface layer of the adhesive is
m more important than the nature of its bonding forces. The analysis also shows
the importance of the molecules of adhesive very close to the surface of the
l adheraad. Because of this any contamination effecting the strength of this, very first layer of adhesive is most mportant.
J
!
,!
!
!
- c
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SECTIo2I4
UNDERSTRENGTH BOND SIMULATION
_ In any nondestructive test system an important consideration is the
production of sample flaws. This is particdlarly difficult in the testing
. of bond strength because the flaw mechanism is not clearly known° In
practice poor bonds can be oaused by a failure in the cohesive strength of the
bulk of the adhesive or in an "adhesive failure". As discussed earlier, it is
• probable that there is no real adhesive failure because the theoretical
adhesive bopd is stronger than the cohesive strength of the weaker of the two
_._ materials taking part in the bonding. However, any failure that takes placevery close to one faying surface is often called an adhesive fai]1_re. Such
failures are serious in adhesive bonding production.
I The bonds which these failures and which must be
unsatisfactory cause
de_ected_by the inspection system, seem to result from such factors as:
I .i) improper cleaning and etching,2 nt_r osition of a weak interface in the bond line through
contamination,
N 3) degradation of the cohesive strength of the adhesive adjacentto the bond line due to contamination, and
4) small contaminations which act as stress risers causing the
failure to progress along the bond line.
I These bond imperfections are brought about by the following conditions:
I l) "smutting" - a film on the surface of aluminum that resultsfrom he etching bath for some batches of certain alloys_
2) excess moisture caused in some cases by high humidity,
N 3) contaminated cleaning and etching bath,4) excess exposure of tha oxide surface before priming or
applying the adhesive, and
5) various contaminants (can be airborne or introduced at
I various stages in themanufacture).
These conditions must, therefore, be simulated to produce bond imperfections. _
It %s possible to produce weak bonds by allowing the oxide surface to be A_ _
exposed to the atmosphere for a long period, or by partially curing the _ _=
i adhesive. The strength of the bond produced under these conditions is dif- .__
ficult to control. _ _
__ Wes/,_bond simulation has previously been accomplished by either changing _ _
! the process variables or by introducing a sheet of foreign material in thebond line. Polyethylene or TFE plastic strips or paper have been included _
in the bcnd line to reduce the bond strength. However, in the latter cases _ ,
U _ -
it was found that the adhesive bonded well enough to tle plastic strip that _
b
--_ m _ m m u
• j _ _ b mamna_ aamar-u _ _ _ m in
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_.J a good bond was registered on NDT equipment. Also, the inclusion of a foreign _
I material of significant thickness and bulk'in the bond detracts from the value
! of the simulation.
-i I Since the object of the program was to investigate weak bonds, several| tec.hr.iqueswere investigated to simulate them. Several methods of direct
_. contamination of the faying surface before bonding were tried. The most suc- _
__ _ cessful method was one in which a pa_tern of very small dots of contaminant
_ was produced on the surface with a photo emulsion technique. The techniques
investigated are described below.
" i _ 4.1 ContaminationIm
i Several means of selectively contaminating the surfaces to b,_bonded
_ a were investigated experimentally. In one, the surface :lassimply exposed to
l high humidity. Water and water solutions of salt were also employed to
produce weak bonds. These methods were unpredictable and often had no effect
onbond strength.
I _ The most successful contamination scheme utilized an oil dissolved in a
volatile solvent. Various oils and greases were used with a benzene solvent.
I As the ratio of oil to benzene was increased, the amount of residual oilremaining on the surface to b bonded after the solvent evaporated also
increased. This was found to be a very good method of varying the amuunt of
i soil contamination on a faying surface. However, even a uniform coating
n _' affects the various adhesives in a different manner. For example, a light
coat of mineral oil on the surface to be bonded did not affect the lap shear
values of FM-IO00, whereas, HT-42_ was 20.9% degraded and Metlbond 329 was :
B 38.3% degraded. When a hydrocarbon grease was used, all adhesives were
i affected, When a high temperature stable silicon grease was used as the
contaminant, none of the adhesives were affected.
When the test specimens were bonded without any etching in a chromic
sulfuric acid bath, FM-IOOO was again unaffected and Metlbond 329 and 5"1'-424
i were degraded. Table 1 summarizes some of the results for three of the_ adhesives. The low good bond strength (about 1500 psi) of Metlbond 7343/7139
made similar data on this adhesive very difficult to obtain. Figure 1 shows
-- the amount of"b0ad degrading as a function of contaminant-to-solvent ratio
I for one adhesive. The wide variations in results , the dependency of the
f
resul'cs on the adhesive and contaminant used, and the limited percent of
degradation possible, limit the value of this type of bond degradation.
i 4.2 Photomicroflaw
i The photomicroflaw technique overcomes many of the difficulties of thepreviously described approach. The technique simulates more closely the
actual role of co.ntaminant in a manufactured bond. As dis.:ussed in the
first portion of this report, it is believed that contaminants representing
I
_°'_21_ 2_ _._° .......................... _ ......... _ ,.._-_,_,_..,._-._._ _-_:,__ .._ ...... -- ....... _- .......... : -_ _ _
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a small surface area can have a large effect on the strength of the bond as
J a result of the stress risers produced by the discontinuity of the contaminant.The photomicroflaw technique uses a photographic process for selectivity con-
taminating the surface area of the adherenes.
i The techniqae consists of the following steps which are described in
detail below:
I i) coat s_'faces with
bonding photo emulsion,
2) expose coating to light through a grid,
3) immerse exposed coating in appropriate developer_ and
J 4) wash off developer.
The result is a surface whlch has a grid of uniform contamination and : _.
l thus, when bonded, produces a sample of predictable strength.
Coating
l The photo sensitive emulsion used is called "PHOTO RES!ST" made byEastman Kodak Company of Rochester, New York. Its primary application
is as an acid resist for making photoengraved nameplate_ and printing
plates. It is sensitive to ultraviolet light and daylight. ,_
The method of coating depends on the type and shape of the part
I but a few general rules can be applied to all samples. First, uniformcoating is important. For optimum results it is recommende_ by F_stman
Kodak that the emulsion be filtered before using.
In many instances, the best method for coating the s_mples is by
dipping. The lap shear samples are dipped in a pool of emulsifier to _
a height of apprcximately one inch and the excess allowed to run off _
I to an edge. It is also helpful to rotate the isp shear samples in _he vertical plane to allcw the excess emulsifier to run cros_ the
surfaces a few times to assure a good coating. The drum peel face _%
sh(ets and other test blocks can be coated by spilling the emulsion :_ _J%
over the surface The samples are then dried at room temperature for _ ....;_,
• _ -_
approximately fifteen minutes; this is followed by an oven ary a_ _ _
IO0-150°F for an additional fifteen to thirty minutes. This procedure _ _
assures a good hard coating. _,
Sample cleanliness is also important. The samples should be _,_)_
l cleaned with a sodium dichromate bath as specified in MIL-A-9067C _(paragraph 6.1 "Suggested Procedure for Treatment of Metal Faying , _
Surfaces"). Care must also be taken so as not to contaminate the _ _.__
I samples either before, while, or after the coating is applied. _ - f_
q_
',_
i
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Exposure
I The setup for exposing the emulsion to light is shown in Fi_Are 2.
c
a -
W" Photoemulsion _,
Grid _
I '
: Figure 2 EXPOSURE OF PHOTO_DI_ION |
il The con_troLling factor in setting the degree of contamination is the mgrid. Since the emulsio is l ght s nsitiv , the areas wh ch areirradiated by the ultraviolet light will stay on the sample surface, and
1 conversely ;hose areas which fall within the shadow of the blackened .areas of the grid will be removed after applying the developer.
" Photographer's "Screen-tints" were used ms grids. These are _
polyester-has e films coutaining a grid of finite dots of uniform
distribution. Both the size and number of dots can be _,_riedby
• appropriate selection of film transmiss__on percenta_,e and dot number, _
il respectively; e.g., 10_65 corresponds to a dot diameter allowing 10_
m light transmission and a population of 65 dots per inch. It was found
that a close grid spacing with small dots was necessary for good bond
:_ _ degradati_j_ especially fb_ drum peel tests, An illustrator 's to-ercalled Zip-A-T_,_emaflufacturered by Para-Tone Inc. was used. Them
dot pat%.ernwas pho_oRTaphed and the negative used as th_ exposure
control grid.
- The uniformi%y of the dot cont_unination Js illustrated in Figure
3, where t_hreelap shear surfaces are shown after tes_. Figures 3a
and-'3balso ,h6w the light circles which are areas wh_re the emulsioni; was exposed to light, thus contaminating these areas. The failure
- '- - was "adhesive" in 5hese areas while around the circles where the
i : emulsion was not exposed to light and washed away by the developer,_: /_ _ the failure wa_ cohesive in the adhesive resin.
:i|
III --_ ll-- i--J_ _ i '_ _ _ _. _.,, _.i.w,,.,.-:- .'_-'. ,--. ....... ""
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The exposure time wa_ _ minutes using a carbon arc high intcnsity
• i light source. The grid and sample should be closely coupled to minimize _-tLe penumbra area. _
|
After the samples ha,-e been exposed they are developed with Kodak's
I "Photo-Resist Developer" or "Developing Solution" by Kepro Circuit /_Systems Inc., St. Louis, Missouri. Fursher details of the tec_miques i
_ applicable to the use of "Photo-Resist" cg_n be fo,'_ndIn _,e uu_e._
"Photose,,sitive Resists for Industry", Industrial Data Book, P.7_ from :
" I Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester _, N.Y. ::
The plots of Figures _ and 5 give the calibration curves for this t>_pe
I of bon_ degradation. These curves are similar for each type of adhesive. I
_nis suggests that the dot pattern of photo emulsion is acting_ onl[_ as a low
cohesive st eng h film and is not influencing the cohesive strength of the
• adhesive. In addition, the strength is much more sensitive to percent light
R eatposure at the zero end of the scale (i.e. smallest contamir_nt dots). IThis tends to confirm the stress riser concept.
i All of t]ae degraded bond tests in this report were treated in the abovema_.er. The; amount of degra ation is referred to as the "gTid spacing" and
the percent light transmission of the "exposure ___id".
i
i
I
I"
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NSECTION 5
. BOND TESTS
_ ,.prerequisite to the nondestructive testing of bonds is the availability
of specimens with bonds of known strength. Therefore, the ability to fabricate
sample bonds with some level of confidence as to their strength is required before
NDT techniques can be investigated. Information gathere$ concerning any difficulties
in fabricating samples would be of interest to both the and to NASA.
program
. Initial effort was expended in producing good bonds which would serve as
_ a reference for variable strength bonds that were fabricated later. Preparation,fabrication and testing of samples was done according to Mil-A-25463(ASG) and
Mil-A-00509 (Wep.). It was decided early in the program that the lap shear test
_ a and the climbing drum peel test would be used to determine the strength of| sample bond. The results of these t_sts for the good samples is shown in TaBle 2.
• No difficulty was encountered with three of the adhesives: FM-IO00, HT-424 and
MB-329. However, with the fourth adhesive, the two part resin, difficulty was
l experienced in meeting the manufacturer's specifications. The problem and itssolution will be covered later in this section.
i 5_1 Good Bonds
The samples were fabricated according to Mil specifications in order to
i produce good standard bonds. Figure 6 is a block diagram showing the steps usedin preparing samples for bonding. The sample parts were cleaned, then stored in
a drying oven until bonding. The storage time does not exceed one hour. A
heated platen press (350°F) was used for the bonding operation. The platen w_s
I at times coated with a high temperature silicon-grease to prevent sample sticking.A jig was used to obtain consistent registration with the lap shear _amples. The
following sections discuss information of interest about each adhesive.
: 5.1.1 Adhesive FM-IO00 _ "_
The adhesive FM-1000 is a polyamide epoxy resin manufactured by Bloomlngdale
I The sheet used had of 0.6 lbs/ft2. E4-1000 has the
Rubber Company. a weight
highest design strength of the four adhesives tested. The results of the good _ :
bond tests can be seen in Figure 7. The dotted lines show the extremes in the _ _
! -data points. The average lap shear strength of this adhesive is 6320 psi and the _ _average value from the drum peel test is 39.2 in. ibs/in. When the etching bath ";___.
was not.used in the cleaning, there was no appreciable decrease in bond strength, _
I likewise when the vapor degreasing was eliminated at the same time (for one test _ i_only), and Just the alkaline cleaning was used, there was no decrease in bond _ _ _
strength. This adhesive is not as sensitive to surface contamination as some of
the other resins _ _
• mm *|
|
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5.1.2 Adhesive HT-424
__ HT-424 is an epoxy phenolic also manufactured by Bloomingdale Rubber Company
and is intended for high temperature applications. It is a skrim supported
adhesive. The adhesive used had a weight of _135 #/in2. The results of bond
tests can be seen in Figure 8. The dotted lines on the bar graphs indicate the
extreme failures of the data. The average value of the lap shear strength of
this adhesive is 3110 psi compared to the Mil Speco of 2250. The results of
the drum peel tests indicate an average value of 8. 3 in. ibs/in. When the acidetch was eliminated from the cleaning cycle the bond strength was not affected.
However, when both the acid etch and vapor degreasing were eliminated the bond
I strength dropped approximately 7%.
5.1.3 Adhesive MB-32 _
I adhesive, MB-329, a epoxy manufactured by
This is modified Narmco Materials
Division and is a skrim supported adhesive. It is also intended for high temp-
erature applications. The average value of the lap shear test is 2300 psi which
I is greater than the spec. value of 2250 psi. The results of the climbing drumpeel test _ndicate an average strength of 12.2 in/lb/in. _e tcst re=1_]tsare
shown in Figure 9. This resin is more sensitive to surface contaminations:
I when the acid etch was eliminated, the average value for the lap shear decreasedby 20%.
5.1.4 Adhesive Narmco 7_4_/713_
I The 7343/7139 adhesive is a polyurethane epoxy manufactured by Narmco
Materials Division. _is is _ two part resin which requires mixing before bonding.
I Several problems were encotlmtered in producing samples to meet the manufacturer'sspecifications. It was found there was _ problem in obtaining a homogeneous
mixture of the resin and the catalyst, if the two were combined too slowly. To
I overcome this problem the resin was melted in a beaker that was placed in asilicon oil bath at 250°F + 2°. The resin and catalyst were weighed beforehand,
then combined quickly. Thi-sadhesive is very moisture s_nsitive (reported by the
manufacturer). Entrapped air is also a problem. A vacuum was pulled over the
I mixed resin to remove the entrapped air and minimize e_osure to moisture.Extreme care must be taken in all steps. If the opened adhesive is not kept in
a dry nitrogen atmosphere, the remainder of the adhesive must be discarded, ii
There are two cure cycles recommended for this two part adhesive. The fast _ j:_
cure produced very low strength bond. The bond strength was improved with the slow iii_
I cure_ however, military specifications ware not achieved. The bond strength _ i_i_i_-----
improves at room temperature for several days. Thus very long cure cycles will _result in better values than given in Figure I0. The 7343/7139 adhesive has been
developed for cryogenic applications and the manufacturer does not claim Mil.
I Spec.performance at room temperature in the lap shear test. The climbing drum .... _peel test results were very high. This is attributed to the exaggerated filleting 'q
action between th_ honeycomb core and the face sheet. Because of the high _
1966002472-032
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I
elasticity of this adhesive at room temperature when the primary bond area broke
I the fillets remained. It appeared as if the face sheet was cormected to thehoneycomb core by rubber bands Results from these tests are shown in FixAte !0.
I 5.2 Environmental Tests
Of the four different adhesives used on the program, only one is intended
for room temperature applications. As indicated earlier two were developed for
I high tem_,_rature applications and one for low temperature applications. Hightemperature (500@F) also a combination iow temperature f,a_p._x_=a_e_j_-"-320°F)
vacuum environment was used to expose samples. The object was tc determine if
I there was any residual degradation in a bond after exposu/-e to these environments.If there h d be n any degradation of. the bond th n it would have be n measured with
the developed techniques of testing that are described in Section 6.
I The following conlitions were used in each of the environments for sample
exposure:
I Condition 1 - High teml_rature - 500"F for 15 minutesCondition 2 - High temperature - 500"F for 2 hours
Condition 3 - Low temperature - -320°_F_in a vacuum chamber at a pressure
I of i0-_ Torr for 2. hoursCondition 4 - Low temPerature - -_2_°F in vacuum chamber at a pressure of
!0 -_ Torr for 15 minutes
I For the last two conditions the in the chamber for period
samples were placed .%
- of 24 hours on a cold plate during-pump down prior to the start of the test.
The deslr_ vacuum conditions could not be achieved because of sample outgassing.
I Ac_ua! environments attained are given in the" test report in ApPendix 2.
For each of the conditions the se_ of samples consisted of 4 lap shear samples
I and 1 d_um Peel sample made with each of the four adhesives, I_ addition a controlset of samples were fabricated at the same time. The sample sets used in the
hlgh temperature tests did not contain samples with the Narmco 7343/7i39 resin
I since it is intended for cryogenic applications.The results of the drt,n peel and lap shear tests on the samples afte: .
exposure are shown in Table 3. There was no degradation of the samples after :_
I exposure to these environments. _
i .<. 2"
I e6
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: SECTION 6
I BOND STRENGTH NONDESTRUCT_rVE TEST ME_"_..ODS
i The present theories on bonds and the models for them suggest that weakbonds can be attributed to cohesive failure of the adhesive. The survey
phase has revealed that users and manufacturers of adhes!ves attribute weak
bonds to "adhesive" failure. A bend that has separated _'th only one or a
• few molecular layers of"the adhesive on one faying _urfac_ would be classified
i as an "adhesive" failure from a visual inspection, yet froL theoretical con-
siderations it would be a cohesive failure. This type of a_ ,,_v= _ .... ;J
I failure presents the biggest problem in bonding. It is usua ly attributed tocontamination of faying su fac s which results i_.a weakened bond.
i As discussed earlier, NDT methods _-ereexamined for their capabilities
in determining the strength of a bond. Nearly all of the test methods inves-
ti_-_te4required stressip_= of thc bond line during _h6 te_h. Techniques for
accomplishing this are treated in the next section. The significance of the
I stress on a partially contaminated bond suggests that such methods would bemost applicable. The following section will discuss the NDT methods examined
during the program. All possible methods could not be experimentally examined
I within the limits of the program. However, every attempt was made to examineas many diverse and potential!_ useable methods as possible.
6.1 Sonic and UlSrasonic Emission
Acoustieal energy is generated when stresses are applied to materials. _
This effect is presently being used to detect evidences of plastic del'ormation
l in metal stractures. Tests we:'e conducted to determine its applicability toves igation of adhesive bonds.
I The principle of sonic emissicn testing is very simple. A transducer_- or microphone capable of detecting or measuring ultrasonic vibrations is
mounted to the surface of the test specimen in the vicinity of the bond. For
a large complex structure, several transducers may be required. The trans-
I ducer is and selectively filtered so that only vibrations in
output amplified
a particular frequency band are passed on to the data translation system.
The latter may be a device which converts these signal_ to frequencies in _
I the audio spectrum permitting the signals from the specimen to be heard via _:_a set of earphones or a loudspeaker. A ternatively the data can be suitably _
processed for display• on an oscilloscope or a recorder _
In practice, the test specimen is exposed to a dlf_'erential force or = *_: =
pressLtre such that the bond lines are s_ressed in tension. This stress ;
causes the bond interface to emit ultrasoni_ vibrations which can be detected :_
l the above The of the emission becomes significantly •'_
by means. amplitude
stronger as the yield stress is approached, and the point of initiation of )_ ...
this emis_ion change can be used to predict t_e yield point very accurately
I without noticeable damage to the structure. _
1966002472-038
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.. To evaluate this technique, test samples capable of being stressed to
[] measurable le.ols in a hydraulic test fixture were fabricated. The test
samples consisted of aluminum block_ of the same alloy used for the face
sheets of the honeycomb sample. The aluminum blocks were drilled and Z,hreaded
_ to facilitate mounting on rods for use in a tensile tester or on a hydraulic
cylinder. The hydraulic cylinder mounted on a test stand is shown in Figure ii.
[]
I To achieve minimum system noise for the initial ests, a and pump wasused to generate the pressure in the cylinder and, hence, stress the samples.
For each sample which consisted of 2 aluminum blocks 3" in diameter, one of
t_ the blocks is cut on the end to form an annulus of 3 or 5 square inches. The
ii I 3 square inch area is used for sample bonds of F}{-iO00 and the 5 square inch
I area is used for sample bonds of MB-329 and HT-424.
The transducer used to detect the acoustical energy generated by _he
adhesive was a ceramic disk of barium titanate-lead zirconate mounted in an
aluminum housing (Clevite Corp., Piezoelectric Div., Bedford, Ohio; Model
No. PZT-5). It is one inch in diameter and 1/2 inch thick. The frequency
I of this transducer is than lO0 kHz.
response higher
A block diagram of the initial test setup is shown An Figure 12. _e
i _ output from the transducer was amplified and recorded by an Ampex CP-IOOI tape recorder, using wide band (i00 Hz - 200 kHz) electronics and at a tape
speed of 30 inches per second. The hydraulic pressure signal (a measure
i of bond stress) was recorded on another channel using the FM electronicsCdc-lOO Hz). The tape recorder was run at a speed of 3-3/4 inches per
second on playback. Corrections were made for the change in frequency of
the data that resulted from the Change in tape speed. An x-y plotter was
I used for data Plots made of acoustical in
presentation. •._er e average energy
various frequency bands as a function of bond stress for many samples of
FM-IO00, BT-424 and MB-329 adhesive bonds. This data is presented in
I Appendix 3. A sample with no bond was also tested to determine the noisegen rated by the test f xture.
i Results indicate that ultrasonic emission by the adhesive above 16kHzcan be used to predict where a bond will fail. Acoustic emission also occurs
at lower frequencies; however, considerable noise is generated below 16 kHz
• by the test fixture. For each of the different types of adhesives there is
a large increase in noise above 16 kHz as the ultimate strength of the bondis _pproaehed. Thus, if a method of stressing a bond is available, this
technique provides a means of determining bond strength.
I The use of the tape recorder obviated a real time disPlaY of the data.
To facilitate the collection of data in real time, an "Ultrasonic Emission
i Detector" was constructed as shown in Figure 13. A block diagram of this iunit appears in Figure 14. The 0ut_ut of the transducer is amplified with i
a gain of 5000 at a center frequency Of 31 kHz and a bandwidth of 5 kHz. 1
This allows energy in a frequency band of 28 k/Izto 32 kHz to be amplified
| .,
!
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and processed. The input of this amplifier can handle large sigDals below
I 28 kHz without distortion. This allows i_oise pulses either from the testfixture or a shop environmenu which are below 28 kHz, to be attenuat d and
not disturb the system. The amplifier output is fed to a mixer along with a
signal from a 32 kHz oscillator. The mixer produces the sum and difference
frequencies of the two inputs, although only the difference frequency is
used. The output frequency of the transducer is now translated to a range
of iOO Hz to 4 kHz. This is detected and used to drive a recorder (x-y plotter)
i to plot average noise as a function of applied stress in real time. Thusthe data can be interpreted while the sample is being stressed. The output
of the mixer is also connected to a headphope amplifier. A set of headphones
I was used to listen to the acoustical noise generated by the adhesive under
i stress.
1 The acoustical energy generated by the adhesive can easily be distinguished
I from the sounds of the test stand or environment. The adhesive produces many
very short duration bursts of energy that sound like a high pitched crackling
noise. The dati from the first series of tests (Appendix 3) reveals a
] characteristic increase in acoustical energy above 16 kHz when the appliedforce on the adhesive is about 90% of the value at which it failed.
] Using the above criterion, samples of each adhesive were tested. How-ever, because of the d_fficulty in preparing samples of Narmco 7343/7139,
it was not generally used for these tests. The adhesive's room temperature
flexibility precluded testing by sonic/ultrasonic emission_ it was anticipated
that the level of acoustical would lower the
energy be significantly than
other adhesives used. Further, tests were not conducted at the low operating
temperatures normally associated -.itn Narmco 7343/7139.
I In actual test, the stress on the bond was applied slowly with an
hydraulic hand pump. The firs+ few samples were broken so the operator
ii while listening with the headphones, cou]d become familiar with the soundspreceding bond breakage. The bond force on the remaining samples was in-
creased to the point at which the bond was about to break as judged by the
operator. The maximum force applied to the bond was then increased by 10%
I this value considered bond failure results
and was thepredicted point. The
of this series of tests are shown in Table 4.
_| The prediction errors _anged from 3% to 30% (i.e. deviation of predicted _i
] breaking point from actual failure). The size of this range is influenced '"""._,,_....
by the fact that the ultrasonic emission testing is combined with a tensile _
!_ test of the sample. The predicted failure value was determined when the ':(c:_'i,_sample was stressed at a constant rate. Those samples that failed during
the ultrasonic attenuation measurements were being stressed at a varying ' ,'(
rate due to the dynamics req i:ed for the test. As a result, this varying • _
] stress rate influenced the point at which the failure occurred and accm_ts -_for the larger errors. "_i_ii
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_, II Predicted Actual Precent Deviation of _
I Maximum Bond Breaking Breaking Predicted Breaking Point i_
,_ Pressure Point Point from Actual Breaking '_
._ Adhesive Contamination Attained Pressure Pressure Point :_!
I i i i_ ps ps ps
_'_"I MB-329 20% .2100 2310 2520 -8% _!
;. 20% 2100 2310 2180" +6% i --
30% 160O 1760 1900" -7% '
| '_0% 14oo 154o 15oo +3% ii 40% I000 ii00 1 0 -4_ !{
] I Good 2500 2750 3750 -27%
_-424 20% 3550 3900 3200* +92%
20% 2180 2400 2075 +16%
._ 40% 3700 4070 3120" +30%
I Good 5800 6380 5400* +18% ! _
,! * +5% accuracy; all others +1%
,!
• I TABLE _ BOND STRENGTH FR_DICTIONRESULTS
I
.,I ,35
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The test results presented in Table 4 are for MB-329 and HT-424 resins
"_ only, using the instrument developed on the project. Limitations of the tes_
__ fixtare prevented the use of FM-IOO0 at that time. Previous i_vestigation
using this adhesive (see Appendix 3) verify that it has similar acoustic
emission response characteristics.
The method described provides a means of predicting the strength of a
bond and could be employed quite easily with any proof test presently in use,
such as the pressure test of a fuel tank.
The application of the above test method of prca_cting bond strength to
I honeycomb panel required a means of stressing the bond line. A suction cupw uld be suitable except that it is limited in force per unit area to the
presstu'e of the environment. To achieve large bond strgsses, a suction cup
-I was fabricated with an ultrasonic transducer spring mounted in its center,
J for use in a pressure chamber. This transducer is shown in Figure ]5. With
the inside of the vacuum cup open to &mbient (14.7 psia), the force on the bond
is equivalent to the internal pressure in the chmnber. Honeycomb panels
i! using each of the three adhesives were fabricated for this test.
Any method employing internal pressure to stress the face sheet of honey- -_
_ comb panel has to take into account the porosity of the adhesive if theintegrity of the bond between the adhesive and the fac she t is to be
verified. When the face sheet is separated from the panel with the climbing
I! drum peel test, the degradation of the bond is apparent. However, when this
i same panel was previously tested with the high pressure vacuum cup, the
degraded bond was not detected. Results of the test are shown in Table 5.
There is a problem with this method of stressing the bond l_ne because the
| thickne_ of the face sheet determines what portion of the force is absorbedin the face sheet and what portion of the force stresses the bond. With
a thicker face sheet, the samples failed at a substantially higher value.
The testing of honeycomb panel wi_h a phenolic core revealed that the
phenolic material generates more ultrasonic energ_ than the adhesive. _e " _
phenolic core was not perforated to relieve internal _ressure as was the _
I honeycomb core. Therefore, pressure was increased, was
metal when the it
possible to detect the phenolic cell walls breaking and the air rushiDg into _
the cell The use of a perforated phenolic core would eliminate this probl_m. _ _
Further testing revealed that the phenolic core always failed before the bond, ,,_,i__
even for degraded bonds. _ ._<
The sonic/ultrasonic emission aethod of testing is very practical for :%_
eztablishing whether any portion of a structure has f_iled during a proof '_i_test. _,.
d
'l 36 'I
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Table 5
HIGH PRESSURE VACTA;MCU_ TECF/_IQUE
!
Adhesive T}._e Contamination Breaking Point
Pressure
I MB-329 Good Bond 650 psi
-I MR-329 20% 619 psz
MB-329 30% 645 psl
] MB-329 _ kO% 570 ps_
gT-k2_ Good Bond 405 psz
]I NT-424 20% 305 ps_
_-424 30% 3!0ps_
-]
HT-424 40% 320 psi
I FM-IO00 C,ood Bond 405 ps_ -_
FM-IO00 20% 26Opsz
, l FX-ZO00 3o% 240 psz
FM-IO00 40% 265psz
5
• .%
1
i i
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6.2 Ultrasonic Attenuation
i
i Curently available techniques for bond testing using ultrasonics car_
i I detect adhesive voids and areas where the adhesive may be present but no
bond exists. In some instances, excessive porosity which would result in an
understrength bond can be detected, but with little certainty. However,
I none of the present ultrasonic systems will find a weak unstressed bond.
Analysis of bonding theory and discussions with bonding specialists
pointed out the possibility that a weak bond might be detectable with ultra-
sonics if the bond line is stressed. It was reasoned that the stressing
i might affect,among ether things,thickness, density, damping, and attenuation.An experimen% l program was therefore initiated o investi ate these poss bilities.
To determine the characteristic of the adhesive in a bond under stress, a
I method of app]_Tinga known forc_ to the bond was needed. For laboratoryevaluation a hydraulic cylinder was used to supply the stressing force.
Thi_ was the same mechanical system used for the ultrasonic emission tests.
Other techniques applicable to actual structures are discussed in Section 7.
I The test blocks used for ultrasonic e_periments were the same as those
used for the sonic emission investigation. Each sample bond is constructed
I with two aluminum blocks, one of which has an annulus cut on the bondingsurface to provide known b ding areas of 3 or 5 square inches. The blocks
were 1-1/2 and 2-1/?.inches thick_ respectively. When t_itrasonic energy is
i passed through the specimens, reflections occur at each interface so thatthere are many path lengths. For the preliminary tests, i_ was important
that the length of a path where multiple reflections occur is not an integral
multiple of the fundamental path. Since blocks imd to be designed to stress
I a bond in a known manner, it wa_ not possibl_ to measure the parameters ofresonant frequency or "Q" of the bond iIne-face sheet combination due to the
block thickness.
" i 1The attenuation is measured using through transmission of an frequency ':
modulated ultrasonic wave in the frequency range of 5 MHz to i0 MHz. A i
- @ block diagram cf the ultrasonic inspection system initially used is shown| in Figure 16. A sweep generator provides a rec,_rent voltage which is used
to modulate the voltage controlled oscillator (VC); the power amplifier
serves to increase the magnitude of this voltage so as t_ produce the desired
I output intensity of ultrasonic waves generated by the piezoelectric trans-mitting transducer. The electrical output signal of the receiving trans-
ducer is directed to an amplifier with a sufficiently wide bandwidth such
I c._t all frequencies in the b_nd are received equally. After about 75 db iamplification , the received signal is combined in a mixer with a portion I
of the VCO signal to produce new frequencies through the heterod_ming action i_
i of the mixer. One component is the sumwhile the other is the dlfference i!
of the transmitted and received frequencies. The mixer is followed by a
low-pass filter whlch accepts the difference frequency component while |_-----
rejecting the other, and produces an output essen_ial._y in synchronism with ,
!
39
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the frequency of tbe generated wave. Because of the inherent time required
I for the generated wave to traverse a path from the transmitting to thereceiving transducer, and the fact that the transmitted frequency is con-
tinuously increased at a constant rate, a constant frequency difference
I exists between the trans_.itted and received waves for a particular path.The shortest path length will have the minimum travel time and will result
in the lowest frequency component from the mixer. The tunable band pass
amplifier is adjusted to just pass this component. The data shown in Figure
N 17 is representative of that gathered during the test to measure ultrasonicattenuation as a function of bond stress. There are fo-_rtraces shown in
each of the four pictures. The top trace represents the output of the
N tunable band-pass amplifier and the sampling circuit. A portion of thissigna is sam led by the gati g circuit and is shown in the second trace.
The top two traces display the amplitude of the ultrasonic signal as a
N function of frequency. The bottom two traces display the amplitude of thebond stress add the ultrasonic signal as a function of time. The third
trace is the atte_,nation signal while the fourth represents the bond stress
signal, The bond stress signal is calibrated in terms of hydraulic pressure
N on the cylinder which is 500 psi per division.
Lnitial results showed a change of attenna,tion with __oplied streL--s. To
I obtain quantitative results it was necessary to use more complex techniquesf data processing. The pulse s mpling technique required a z ro order
hold circuit. This circuit provided _ signal which was equal in magnitude
I to the peak value of the sampled signal.. It was then possible to recordthe attenuation of the signal on a strip chart recorder. The system %_s
calibrated SO that I/_DB change Jn attenuation through the bond resulted in
a 15% change in signal level on the strip chart recorder. During the testi,_
of the samples both the bond stress signal and the attenuation signal were
recorded from the oscilloscope display as shown in Figure 17. The char4_e
of attenuation with stress can be observed on the oscilloscope screen
I where both attenuation and force on the bond were displayed as a function oftime. In addition, the attenuation was also displayed on a strip chart
recorder as a function of time.
l The sample was stressed alternately in tension and compression at a
rate of one-ha]f cycle per second on the hydraulic test stand. The peak
stress in each cycle was gradually increased until the sample broke. As
I the peak stress was increasing from cycle to cycle, the peak attenuationgenerally increased from cyc?.eto cycle. However, in some samples the
attenuation swltcbed between two different but relatively constant value_
I as the sample cycled between tension and compression. In the case of onegood HT-424 bond, the switching phe omenon occurred on the first test, as
c_n be se_ in Fignre ]9. The transducers were moved to a new spot on the
_ii same sample and a linear change of attenuation with stress was observed,
ii I , as can bee seen in Figure 19 (trial 2). When the separated bond was
l examine_, there was no visual difference between the two areas that were
tested._ This phenomena decreases the reliability of the indication from
thls test method.
i!
,j
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I g To compare the results from various samples, the change in _ttenuation
|
I from n minal was plotted a a function of p ied stress. These plots_ shownin Figures 18 nd 19 in icate that the change of at enuation with applied
stress is a linear function for the samples in which bhe switching phenomenon
I was not observed. It was suspected that the slope of the c_ves in Figures18 and 19 (i.e. the rate of change of attenuation with stress) would be a
function of bond strength.
I This type of trend is, however, not noticeable in the data° For this !
reason, further experimental work on this method was curtailed in order to
examine more favorable techniques. The reason for the change in attenuation
I with _tress is not known, nor are the variables causing the switching phenomenonin the attenuation. These attenuation characteristics may be a function of i
some other bond variable instead of ultimate strength. To further understand
E the nature of an adhesive bond, additional work should be done in this a_ea. i
!
|
iI
I
!
6.3 Brittle Coatings
I The testing of the quality of a bond in a honeycomb panel can be _ccomplished
by stressing the bond and detecting any concentration of stress on the surface of
the face sheet. The bond between the honeycomb core and the face sheet can be
l stressed the of th,_panel and pressurizing Lt. A bri_le laquer
by sealing edges
such as "Stresscoat" can detect the induced stress conce1_trationso
T._ honeycomb core is perforated with holes during manufacture ro prevent
, buildup of internal pressure in honeycomb panels if the sdhesives outges during
bonding. To achieve internal pressures in a panel, the edges of the specimen
require sealing. The panel has to be pressurized slowly because of the small
t! _ _
size of the holes that connect the cells of the core. St_e_c_=o is a very
brittle coating material which fractures readily_ However, under the influence
of time ane load, the coating temds to creep and relieve the stress within the
coating which was induced by the face sheet. A method of producing a stress with
a fast rise time is necessary to give the best indications with "Stresscoat".
To achieve a stress with this fast rise time, rapid decompression was used.
_ The stresses were generated by placing the honeycomb panels in a small
chamber tD_t was pressurized at a rate of about lO psi/minute until a suitable
level was reached. Durlng the time the chamber is pressurizing, the gas ispenetrating into each cell of the honeycomb core. At equilibrium, each cell
and the chamber are at the same pressure. The chamber is then rapidly decompressed
by opening a one inch ball valve. The chamber decompresses at a faster rate chart
the honeycomb ce]is since the ga_ in the cells bleeds out through the smallperforations in the cell walls. For a few milliseconds the bond is stressed by the
high internal pressure in the cells and the low chamber pressure. This method
Stresscoat .
generates the high rise time stress which works best with the " "
The initial tests were conducted with several samples using FM-IO00 ana
MB-329 as the adhesives. "Stresscoat" 1204 (Magnaflux) was used to coat the
samples. It has a threshold strain of 900 microinches per inch. The coating was
applied to the face sheet with seven passes of an air gun. Spraying _s continued
until the color of the coating changes from clear to a definite yellowish tinge
indicating the proper thickness. The coatings were dried in an oven for 6 to 18hours at a temperature of 100°F. Before each sample was used, it was slowly
brought down to room temperature. The coating is temperature sensitive and fast
temperature changes will crack it. Each sample was carefully inspected for cracks _ib fore he test. The first test of a sample was t i00 psi. If no cracking _
appeared, the pressure was increased and the test was repeate_. Pressures of i00_
200, 500, 700, 900, i000 and ii00 psi were used. The sample with MB-329 as the
l produced when decompressed 700 psi. _
adhesive cracks in the "Stresscoat" from
The faint crack pattern outlined the honeycomb, as can be seen in Figure 20. The }
maximum cracking seemed to occur in the center of each honeycomb cell. The panel
I was not damaged in this test. Similar results were note_ with the FM-IO00 adhesive. _
a
I _i
i/J).
I _6 *
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Since like results were obtained with the FM-IO00 and MB-.q29, only one adhesive
I was used for the majc,rity of additional tc_ts. HT-_24 is also similar to the MB-329and reacts in much the same m nner. Narmco 3743/7!39, however, _'qs not used due
to the difficulty in preparing samples.
I Additional honeycomb sandwich samples were then prepared using MB-329 as
the adhesive. The use of one adhesive eliminated one variable from the testing_
thus providing quicker results. This set of samples was constracted with voids
I contained in the bond line. These voids were the result of _ hole cut in tb-adhesive for some samples; for others the honeycomb core was under2ut so it could
not come into contact with the adhesive. With three holes in the adhesive (l_bs
I than 20_ of the adhesive area was removed), the panel was destroyed during adecompression from less than 300 psi. Tests on the panels wi h vcids substantiated
the fact that if there is a lack of bond over a small portion of the total area of _--
i a panel, the panel will be weakened to a greater exten_ than the percentage of nobond a_ea. It required decompression from less than I00 psi for the "Stresscoat"
to s how where the small voids occurred in the panel, as shown in Figure 21.
Therefore_ small voids or lack of bond could easily be detected with this method.
I Several panels were constructed us _£ the photomicrofla_- technique to degrade
the bond between the adhesive _nd the face sheet. The degraded area consisted
I of two I inch diameter circles on _he center line of the face sheet. These panels _iwere coated with "Stresscoat" (ST -_04) and rapidly decompressgd from a starting
pressure of 20 psi. The starting pressure was increased in 20 psi _ncrements to
i00 psi and then in lO0 psi dncremehts until failure of the panel at IC,JO psi. in
I a typical panel, the craze the psi. pattern
in "Stresscoat" occurred at 6oo The of
cracks showed the configuration of the honeycomb with no apparent pa_tern change
in the area of the contaminated bond.
_ Samples with the honeycomb contaminated to produce a weak bond Detween the _.
I core and the adhesive were also rapidly decompressed. _e contaminated areai conld not be detected until after the panel has been decompressed from a pressureof sufficient magnitude to cause failure. The pressures rc'quired to cause failure
l of the panels with contaminated areas in the bond were as large as those required
to cause good panels to fail. However, _he failure was at the conta1_inated surface;
that is, at the core-adhesive interface or the face sheet-adhesive interface
depending on the contamination of the sample. _,_
- __ The thickness of the honeycomb core has very 7ittle effect on this test _
technique. The honeycomb core must, however, be perforated. For _his reason the _<i_"10
nonperfo,&ted, heat resistant phenolic honeycomb core samples produced .'o results. _ _
I The method is sensitive to face sheet thickness; the thicker face sheets obscure _'<,the smaller flaws. _ _
i d.4 Birefringent Coatings ,_i_
The decompression method o:._"_tressing +,he bond line should not leave res_duai _/_
stresses in the panel if it is to be useful _s a nondestructive te_ , means. " ,
I Birefrin_ent coatings _n be used to determine if there were an_ residual stresses _ _from this testing technique. _ ,f_,
1,8
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W._mn a part coated with a birefringent pias_-_-:._a%erial is __ubjec_ed to a
I loa_, the strain d_stribution is visibi£ when the plastic is ill_L_ihated :_
W; _:.
p larized light and observed t}_(>/gh a circular pularizer and a 1/h-wave plate.
The strain distribution appears as contrasting color and black paltcrns (fringes)
which ars_ interpreted quanti+_ti_,ely in tea-ms cf strains it- %he p-ar_.
A samFle was prepared with MB-3_9 as the adhesive. _ne face sheet contained
.............. j zhe phoLomicrofiaw Lec_z,ique. Each area was a 1 inc_
diameter circle located on the center line of the samplt and 2 inches fro= theend. Tne contamination %-as accomplished u_=ing a 20_ light transmission screen.
A "Photo Stress" (Budd Company) plastic sheet type K_i'_( ;'_ .._.C._ inch_s thizk) was
i_ cemented to the face sheet. Tnc panel was t_sted by decompressing it from a pressureof i00 psi and slowly buildi_- the pressure up to 130D psi where it failed in sub-
sequent tests.
Nothing was observed until the samp_l_ had been d?compressed psi
from 6o0
w_re strains became apperent around the cdter edge, as shown in Figare 22.
Further tests f,-_L 700 and 800 psi indicate no increase in the residual strain
in the sample. Even after decompression from 1150 psi there see_md _o be nosubstantial residual stresses. The __nel failed when decompressed from 1300 psi.
As expected, once the panel failed, residual stresses could be observed as shown
7 in Fi@[_u_e23- _._s substantlate$ initial _esting with brittle coatings ("Stress-
__ c_t r') and demonstrates that there ara no residual stresses to weaken the panel.
The poor sensitivity of this test _echnique in dezecting understrength areas of
-] the bond was also demonstrazed.
6.5 Bend Line Electri__al Parameters
iI It has been noted that a__most all bonds conduct electricity. This is trueeven though the surface_ to be bonded are finished smoothly _na :_-headhesive i'_
nonconductive. The effect has been used to eliminate grounding straps in tele-
ii phone equipment. On the other hand, monitoring of any die]ectric changes orpiezoelectric effects in the bend line ia made difficult. The electrical resis-
tance of the bond line was monitored to determine if this parameter could be
correlated to bond line conditions. No change in the resistivity of the bond
iI under could be noted. The bond line resistance was investigated with
line stress
the hope that the parameter could be used as a measure of bond conditions or as a
means of increasing hhe resistance to allow the investigation of any dielectric
"I" changes or piezoelectric
effects.
Several otDer tests have been ma_e _o measure the electrical properties "
_ Including resistance of a bond !ine during resin curing. Theresuits show that 'there are changes in d-c resistance, loss tangent, and dielectric constant during
cure. However, repeatable results were difficult to achieve. This is attributed
to the fact that bond line thickness and percentage cure do not follow the same
_] in each test. For example, from test results and puOlished data, we know
profile
the dielectric constant and loss tangent decrease and the resistivity increases
with cure. Conversely, the decreasing of bond llne thickness during cure produces
the opposite effects on the three variables.
-5
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Our theoretical investigation has shown that by xncreasing polarizability,
I bond strength would be similarly inc!-eased. Since polarizability of the resinappears to be important, the dielectric cons_an_ was inves_igated for both
stressed and unstressed bonds,
t The dielectric and resisti¢ity properties of the adheslve vary with state of
cure. _qe decrease in dielectric constant as an epoxy resin is cured is physically
explained by considering the polarizability of the resin. Although this quartity
is defined as "the dipole mcmen_ of a molecule unit pola_'izingfield" and
per
therefore seemingly on a microscopic scale, it can be related to the dielectric
....... _[,b_ the.Ci_u_i_-Mu_u_i equation which is.
3c ° ,(K-l_
polarizability, a - N
l where go = permiti_ity of free space
f N = number of molecules per unit volume,
thus giving the polarizability a macroscopic significance.
I cross linking of the basic oxygen carbon epoxy
It is believed tb_t and two
ring makes tDe resin rigid thereby freezing the molecules (i.e., the dipoles) in
place with an accompanying decrease in polarizability. As shown in Figure 2_,
decreasing the polarizability also decreases the dielectric constant; the largestchange K for sm ll changes in polariz bility occurs at the higher dielect ic
constant values. The dielectric constant of epoxy resin is approximately lO
which places it in the more sensitive range for monitoring polarizability, (i.e.,degree of cure or cross linking). The _-etal skin over the bonds investigated
__o_ _,_ low bond resistance prevent any measurements of these
properties of the completed bond. However, these properties possibly can be
measured oefore the bond is assembled. The cure state of an adhesive before theactual bonding begins cannot always be tightly controlled in the field. In a very
large section it may take appreciable time to apply the adhesive. In this case,
a measure of the state of cure before the complete structure is assembled may beuseful.
The resistivity of manysamples was monitored. Values range from severalmillioDms to the megohm range. No correlation to bond strength or ultrasonic
effects has been observed. It %_s suspected tb_t low conductivity is due to
direct contact between faying surfaces. A limited effort was directed toward con-
firming the cause. A sample was constructed with mica around the edges to prevent !
any metal-to-metal contact, but this sample did not have the characteristic i
resistance and the bond strength was reduced (see Figure 25). However, the bond :_
| i.was no longer typical.
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SECTION 7
.! BOND STRESS METHODS
i Most of the nondestructive test methods that have any capability oftesting a weak bond require some means of stressing the bo_d lineo This stress
should be some significant percentage of the ultimate strength of the bond.
The stress level is usually in the range of lO00 to lO,O00 psi in tension
I and somewhat less in shear. Shear stress is very difficult to produce in alocal area and compression is usually not useful in an NDT situation. There-
fore, most bond stress methods utilize a tensile stress.
I Because of the many NDT uses of a bond stress method (mentioned in
Section 6), various methods of stressing a bond were investigated. The methods
• i used for stressing bonds to gather data for this report were all basically
! mechanical techniques. One technique utilized a hydraulic cylinder to apply
tension or compression on specially threaded test blocks. This method is
unsuitable for most NDT situations. The other techniques were the rapid
I decompression or the high pressure vacuum Cup. These were used to stresshoneycomb panels for either the stress sensitive coating NDT technique, or
the sonic emission NDT technique. They are however applicable to a great •:
I many situations. Other tec_miques were inve._tigated theoretically.
The fo]_ _wing section presents the results of the above and examines
several ap_,oa_'.heswith regard to possible app].ications. The bond stressing
categorized the nature of the forces involved. The dis-
techniques _re by
cussion is not intended to be all inclusive nor are all the methods discussed -
practicable in all NDT situations, Additional experimental work in this area
is necessary to increase the number of situations in which the NDT techniques ]
investigated under this program can be used.
7.i Electrical _i
Perhaps the most versatile forces available in nature are electrical
forces. These forces can be produced by stationary or moving charges (current) _ _
in a magnetic field. Some techniques using these forces for stress investi-gation are described below. _i _
7.1.1 Forces Produced b_ Stationar_ Char_es _ _
If two groups of monoploar charges are separated, they exert a force _ _,......_
on each other as defined by Coulomb's law: _ ,,_,i_8 _k
qlq_ _
kr -_ _
mml • ma_ mmmm_ iN i m mP n mwiim_ | _ oimmn minimmsatimi i mi w _wmtmmw i • _ qm ms, m I n
] 966002472-066
< ......_,_, °_ 4 :, _........•_ _'_ "< _
q
/-
._ where
.: F - force
q - magnitude of charge groups
r - separation between the charge groups
If the two groups are of the same polarity they repel each other; if they are
of'opposite polarity3 they attract each other. If one group of charges is _
i , placed on the material surface to be stressed and the other £1ac_d atsomepoint apart from the surface, either tensile or compressive forces can be
exerted by the charges on the material surface in a noncontactirg manner.
Since charges can be distributed on a nonconductor, the method may have use
I in both metallic and nonmetallic materials. Howeverz in most cases it islimited to conductive material applications. A configuration for such a
stress :method is show_ in Figure 26. The system consists of a plate which is
I maintained a fixed fistance from the surface of the bcnaed material surfaceby the use of a dielectric and an insulator.
I .... it
/Insulator
I _Plate Enclosed ______________tal Plate I
_Specimen _in Probe I _ _/Dielectric i
I • _ _ ,Plates
F
I nd!
Line
I Cross Section A
Figure 26 PRC_E CONFIGURATION
! ':The force of attraction between this metal plate in its probelike housir,g
,__ and the top plate at the bond line is: i
• I F/A -- Ck'_ l)
I where F is the force _n pounds
•A_ is the area in sq. in.
,_ _ _ is _he spacing between the plates
" _ V is the voltage between th_ plates
K is *.heconversion factor to convert newtons to lbs.
-- _ _o dielectric constant of free space| ¢ dielectric constant of the material used
r
!
-- I _ '_
i ) 1 | 1 | %1 , mm_ i
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Let us assume the metal plate is spaced .OO1 in. from the sample.
_2 = (10-3)2 = lO-b in2
= 8.85 x lC-12
°K = .22481
_,/,_ If the dielectric of the probe is mica, it is possible to use 5 KV across the
.O01" gap. Then V = 5 x i0 and _r = 6
, (8.85xlO-12)(6)(. 2481)(5xlC32 2)
j';: _ p = F/A = 2 x 10" --"--'- _:• 4_":
:2
-_ F/A = 149 psi _ ,
2Nerefore, uhe applied average stress is 149 psi. This force is nearly ten _ _ _ i:_
_ times lower than the minimum force desirable for the NqYf situation. However, i o"_ _:_
_ it is iO times greater than that presently available from devices such as , _ ,_suction cups, which are limi ed to 14.7 psi. -_ ,;$
:" _ Obtaining a .001" gap is, of course, very difficult except for a per- _fectly flat surface. However, the use of a larger gap reduces the force _ ,_,_
. very significantly. The use of mica as a dielectric Is desirable because _ '":i_
,. of its high breakdown voltage and its high dielectri(,constant. A disadvantage - :_
of mica is its low compliance. If the probe is used as a clamp, and force -: _
applied externally then the comp]i%nce of the mica is r,ot significant; how- _ _
ever, if the probe is used to stress the material between the probe edges :_ ,_
I and its center, then the dielectric has to have sufficient compliance to ._ _/_llow deformation of material stressed into the cavity of the probe. If _ - ;.'
the latter method is used, a voltage breakdown p._'oblem could exist at the
The applied force can be _ creased by usir_ a separation material with a
higher dielectric constant providing it has _ulficient dielectric strength. _ "__
• ;4F
I Alternatively, a significantly higher dielectric constant would allow some "'-;<_reduction in applied voltage, reducing th . breakdown voltage requirement.
J
I This probe can be built as a portable system with the necessary power ___supply included. Considering our probe again, the voltage required is 5000
volts and the capacity per unit area is C/A = g _ /d (.0_54) = 1344 pf _
per sq. in. of p.obe area. A 5 probe would have a capacity of^_6,880
I The energy required to 9harge the capacitor at 5000 V is i/_ C"q_ _ i/_ pf"_ b_(_6.9 x 10- ) (_5) x 10 - .34 watt-seconds.
I A 1 watt power supply would charge the probe in less than 0.6 seconds. ._i_A dc-to-dc ransistor converter could be used as a pow r supply. With "
batteries it would weigh less than 5 ibm. and occupy le_ than ._ cubic _ilijj_.i_;
i feet, making for a very portable unit. The feasibility ol this approa.'h _ _i_
i -Ji'_58 .... ";
:77 '....
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is dependent to a l.axge exteut on the availability of dielectrics with
i s_itable elc-ct.rical and .__c_nica! properties.
y.l.2 Forces Produced by Current_
Another physical phenomenon which results in the creatien of forces is
the interaction of two ma_uetic fields. A current flowirLZ _Imough a con-
ductor produces a magnetic field. If two current carrying conductors are in
pro_m_t.y of each ot:mr, there i_ a net force k--_-twee_them, as shown in _be
Figure _7 below.
[," a I - I a
- ,, - __ 12
2 L
2
(A) Zr (B)
: Figure 27 -F(ItCES_ TO _ FUTd
,- if a current carrying conductor is suspended over a metal plate with a current
. passir_ throt__h, there will be a force between them. Because of the current
-- distribution in the metal plate, an exact analysis would be very involved.
However, a good indication of the magnitude of the forces that could be
created by this method can be gained from an armlysis of the forces between
two parallel current carrying conductors. If the currents axe in the same
direction, t_e force will be one rC attraction between the conductors. As
--., shoWn in Figure 27B, the force is'-
;' K,02 '2-2
; :" " F = 4ha _ 3)
-Considering the force per unit length
K o2zl2ffi _ ._a
_ where ,.
F/_ = force per inch
_KPo = .223 x i0-7 lbs/amps2 ,,
j
: 59
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K = .225 lbs/newton
"_ %_ a = spacing between conductors in _nches
104
Suppose I1 = amp, 12 = 105 amp and a = .01 inch;
: 4. xlO -8 lo 9)
10-2
T - F/.t = 4._ x 103 ibs/in
1-" Therefore, the force of attractior, will be 4.48 x i0J Ibs/in or 4480 ibs/in.
_ _ne force distribution over the surface area of the plate depends on the
configuration of the current carrying conductcT and the mechanical and electrical
characteristics of the conductive sample. These parameters could best be
determined experimentally.
_: One method of obtaining currents of the order indicated above is through
a capacitor discharge. Power supplies for this type of work are readilyavailable. The ignition of gas discharge tubes could be used for _witching
the current.
I In the sample of Figure _6 , i0,000 amperes are assumed flowing tk_ough =
the conductive sample. As is evident a major difficulty in this stress
method is the passage of large currents through the sample. Very lowresistance contacts would have to be used. There is a p,_ssibility of surface
Jamage. Also, heating of the material resulting from the passage of large
currents is a potential problem. However, current through the sample can be
I decreased if current %hrough the external conductor i_ increase% w.ith no lossin force. Because of _he magnitude of current needed for this system, the
power supply unit may be disadvantageously large; however, the larLe forces
I that can be generated make tPe method worthy of attention.
7.1.3 Forces l_.o.dueed b_ Eddy Currents
I If a coil energized by an alternating current is brought in the vicinity
of a material surface, as shc_n in Figure 28, the alternating electromagnetic
field produced by the coil will induce currents in the material which produce _ :
a field of opposite polarity.- ,_ _ _
Core "_ / _ AC Source : .j
I I...... I :
mm
I Figure 28 EDDY CURR_ METHOD _ /_!_[]
I 6o _-
• "' h
....... _ ms ,-.-H i . .......
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The magnitude of the iz.duced currents is proportional to the conduc-
fivity of the material, the proximity of the coil, t:_eapplied voltage, etc. :
The primary current in the coil and the induced current in the material set
._ up two effective electromagnets which produce a repelling force on each
_ other. The repelling force can be very large and is used for metal forming.
"_ I The main limitation of the eddy current approach for this application is
_ that the forces always repel. That is, it is not possible to produce tensile
iiI _ fo!ces with _he present schemes being considered.7.i._ Me,:hanical and Acoustical
I Under t/_isgroup we include all mechanical, sonic and ultrasonic tech-
4
niques fo generating forces on or within a m terial. _?,e_ea e applicable
% to all materials. The mechanical techniques are simple in principle and
i have been usea extensively in laboratory experiments. While the forces are •
I relatively easy to generate, the method of coupl%ng to produce both tensile
and compressive stresses presents many difficulties.
The most direct method of applying mech_.ical forces is through the use
of grips, bolts, etc. These generallj- cannot be used to produce tensile :
forces without damage to the structure unless special mountings or attach- 2
i ments are incorporated in the structure. Tensile stresses can be producedwithin the materials through structural bending. However, tensil stress s
of the proper direction cannot be generated within the bond line in most _:
_ instances.| f
, 7.1.4.i Stress System Usin_ Quick Acting Adhesive :).
C m one brute force method of coupling mechanical tensile forces to a _'
u material surface is through a quick acting adhesive such as Eastman 910.
: This adhesive is easily applied, sets in-a few seconds and achieves a shear
• _ strength of over i000 psi for materials such as aluminum. There is a solvent -
I for this adhesive .that allows i_ to be removed readily from a surface. To
facili%_te removal of the adhesive the coupling member should be removed
I" Before usir_ the solvent. Hot water will weaken the bond sufficiently to
". allow the co,_plingmember to be removed with a sharp side impact without
damage to the surface.
< I It appears possible to design a small attachment, a large number of
i which could be bonded to the material surface in a relatively short_ period
of time. A tester could then be designed which would slip over the attach-
I ment andapply a tensile force to it and the material surface of any desiredamount within the lim ts of the adhesive. The tester could be provided with
a _ransducer which would measur& the displacement of the at_.achment to
_ determine if the bond strength were adequate. Other bend t_sL_ such as the
I monitoring of acoustical emission, or strain sensitive coating tests can
use .,thisbond stress method. After the test, all the attachments can be
quickly removed and the surfaces cleaned with a suitable _olvent. While
! -
/
I
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this approach is time ccnsuming, it is nondestructive in the sense that good
- i bonds are not destroyed In addition, it. is applicable in the field." A
• _
typical sensor arrsm_ement is shown in Figure 29.
I 7.1.4.2 Ultrasonic Stress S_stems &
The passage of a sonic or ultrasonic wave t_ough a structure does
not produce, tension in the material in the absolute _ense unless the trans- : ,
ducer is bonded to the surface or unless a resonance is achieved. Bonding <
would require a setup similar to that described for Eastman 910. The amount
of tension achieved under resonance in excess of the compression needed to
j couple the transducer to the sample surface depend._ on the mechanical "Q"of the resonant system, l%e higher the Q the greater the stress amplification.
< UnfortunaGely, all.composites are of relatively low Q. This means that the
i tensile _tre_es produced probably will not exceed the applied compression 1
stress, fn honeycomb they may be considerably lower.
Another factor of importance is the stress distribution across the
_ I cross secti6n. For example, if the rectam&_CLaz".-__v._... . -h__ in _,r_ 30A
_ below is resonated, _he stress pattern will approximate a half sine wave as
shown.
I ,, |
Solid Facing _I Honeycomb
J Applied _, BlockStress f ADpliedl J
- _! CoFe
_ I Stress _
J ._ /_ .--"
J / , ,
Applied --
i Stress (A) (B)
Figure 30 ULTRASONIC STRESSES
I •
I ' '-- ..... 63, -'
2.
_ii:'_ _5 _.i_ _ , ., ,, , • .
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T:.e s_ress and surface velocities are a maximum and minimum respectively at
_ the center, and opposite at the edges. Thus the s_ress amplification near
the edge will be sinai.!.
, _ The distribution in honeycomb is much more complicated. Because of" the
I heavier mass of the face sheet compared to the core, i% is expected that the
stress distribution may rise m.uch more rapidly from the facing surface as
shown in Fi=u_ 3OB. The exact shape of the curve requires a detailed
:athematical ar_lysis. However, an experimental determination of the stress
levels at the bond lines offers the quickest and most acctu'ate means of
determining its applicability. Suitable equipment is available at GARD for
I this experiment.
It is not possible in general to r6-_nate the facing alone sufficiently
_} _ to produce significant bond stress. The frequencies required lead to| exceeuingly high attenuation and poor energy transfer to the bond.
i 7.1.4.- Shock W_ve Stressin 5
Shock loading can produce a te,._ile force as is evidenced by the
spalling or failing in tens:on of the inside uf thick armor plate when a
• _ projectile or charge impinges on the outside. Figure 31 shows a plane com-| pressional shock wave impinging on a solid medium.
-_ _'- _ Solid-Air ;
i -_ __ Interface
j _)
- shock rave shock wave beingimpinging reflected (as tensile wave) _
Figure 31 ACTION OF SHOCK WAVE /7
If the back surface of the solid is air or a medium of much lower acoustical _ _;_
impedance than the solid, the compressional shock wave is reflected as a _ _
I d_lational or tensile wave. When conditions are such that the primarY shock _ _front has ended when the reflected wave passes through. _be medi"_ at __ha_ _ _
_v_,_ w_ I_ u_,d_r a condition oi" abs01ute _ension.
-[
Thus a compression force, which needs no couplant, can be made to produce _:
a tensile force. The facings are generally so thin that the reflection may _
i Occur before the initial shock wave is completed_ Theoretically this limitationcan be overcome by impacting with a thinner plate _ _• • _' ,,_
61, -- -
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The surface that receives the shock front is, of course, ooscured; how-
, ever, the opposite surface is free for any tests and _nstrumentation. Since
" i the wave that produces the stress on the bond line does go through the bond "
_ line, it does contain information about _he bond line and can also be used
Z
:_. as the interrogating signal for a sonic or ultrasonic attenuation type of
test. For a flat or medium radius sample, the boundary conditions allow a
_:_ very good analytical solution to be made. The problems of generating and
controlling the incidence of a shock wave on a large structure are of course
1
"_ I formidable; this approach has been considered primarily for completeness.
7.1.4.4 Centrifugal Forces
_ ' Another method of achieving a uniform force over a section is through
":_ the use of centrifugal forces. These forces do not alleviate the necessity
_ of attaching to the s0rface of the z_mpie unless high accelerations are| employed. In some conrigurations the a_tachment may almeady be made. In
:_ _his case the ability to generate an even force on a portion of the structure
I may be all that is needed.|
7.i.5 Vacuum or Pressure
I 7.1.5.1 Internal Honeycomb Static Pressurization
If the edges of a honeycomb panel are sealed and the pressure
i inside increased through a valve, any value of force can be exerted on theface sheet of a honeycomb panel. This method is curren£1y in use. Some
aspects of _his method are unknown at the present. Tests at G._RDhave shown
that is has a different effect on failures _otween the face sheet and the
m adhesive than failures between the honeycomb _,d the adhesive. Undercut _honeycomb or lack of adhesive may have still another effect. These effects
are related to the strength of the adhesive cap that is formed over each
• I cell due to the filetting action and the skrimcloth or structural strength
I of many adhesives. "
I The internal pressure method has the advantages of being applicable toall mater_als, of having the surface of the sample free for _DT instrumentation
and providing accurate controllability over the magnitude of the stresses
_°" I applied. It is limited in application to perforateu core materials and has _ _| the disadvantages of requiring seals and being limited to fairly slow ratesof pressure buildup. _
7,i.5._ Intern_l hgne_9omb D_namic Pressurization
A method of stressing honeycomb panel_ used in this program is
-- I the internal honeycomb d_amic pressurization. The result_ of these tests| are discussed in Section 6. Figure 32 is a photograph of the chamber used
to carry out these _ests_ A perforated honeycomb cure sandwich sample is
placed in the vessel an_>the pressure increased at a slow rate to a pre-
I determined value. _en the pressure is suddenly relieved by opening a
• m u • _ _ n w _ _ _ _ _ i _ mini m _ mum
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_ large valve, the pressure in the honeycomb core cells cannot escape through
the small perforation fast enough and a force is developed against the face ,
sheet. Stresses are measured by brittle coating or photoelastic methods.
._- Tests have shown that the force field has good uniformity across the area
i i of the sample and is effective to the outermost row of cells. This method_ has most of the advantag s of the internal pressure method, although viewing
_ ports must be installed to allow direct viewing of the sample surface.
'_ l Additional advantages include the ability to apply the force at a fast rate
_ and elimination of the necessity of sealing the of the sample.
edges
i
_ Its main disadvantage is the requirement for a large high pressure auto-
--i i clave and large venting valves. Units capable of handling large Saturn V
i sections, however, can be built at reasonably low cost for pressures up to :
lO00 psi or higher. Venting valves present a more difficult problem but
_ H are within the state of the art.
i
i 7.1.5.3 High Pressure Vacuum Cup
I Another mechanical stress method under :.
investigated experimentally
this program is the high pressure vacuum cup. It is an extension el a
- . presently used vacuum cup technique for testing honeycomb panels. In the _
j_ _ present method a vacuum is pulled over a honeycomb panel and the atmospheric i
B pressure allows a stress of 14.7 psi to be applied to almost any bond con- :_
figuration. This system has many advantages as it doesn't disturb the sur-
i face and is portable. Although it partially obscures the surface, it i_ '| feasible to include instrumentation within the vacuum cup for measuring
bond response. The stress and the rate of stress can also be controlled, _-
_i i and the equipment does not usually produce electrical interference or noisei that could nt rfere with any nondestructive test. Howev , the main dis- _,advantage of low peak stress _enders thismethod unsuitable in most instances
except for nonbond areas.
am
i One method of increasing the stress available from a vacuum is to use
,_ a higher external pressure. This necessitates a pressure chamber or auto-
It clave; however, all of the other advantages of the vacuum cup method remain.
g The maximum stress available equals the capacity of the pressure chamber
plus 14.7 psi. Although personnel can, and do, work under pressure to and
exceeding i00 psi, an automated system for testing and scanning would be
i desirable. This system, except for portability, meets most of the require-
D
ments mentioned at the begi.nning of the proposal_ The system can be used
with both metallic and nonmetallic materials, and both honeycomb sandwich
I construction and surface construction. There is also a minimum of inter-ference w th y test m dium. For surface-to-surface sa ples a vacuum cup
can be attached to each side to impart a tensile stress to the bond using
I mechanical or hydraulic means. For honeycomb sandwich the vacuum cup alonecan stress the bond as air under pressure is present in the cells. The
provision of a sufficiently large high pressure autoclave for testing is
!
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well within the state of the ar_. A photograph of the vacuum cup used
for experimentation is shown in Figure 15.
7.1.6 Thermal
_ A method of inducing stresses in a structure is to take advantage of
dimensional change effects due to heating. Honeycomb panels have been
tested in this manner. The face sheet is heated quickly with a radiant
i i source and the expansion of the face sheet disrupts any weak bonds and
causes a deformation of the face sheet. Other thermal methods that can br
considered include the differential expansion of two unlike materials in a
_ surface-to-surface bond, and a pressure buildup of the air on the inside o_'Q nonperforated or sealed honeycomb sandwich at high temperatures. Radiant
heating sources are available that can produce a closely controlled source
I of high intensity energy.
....
' all _'_' _'
Iii
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_:_ SECTION8
C01_ IAJSIONS
7 I 8.1 NDT Techniques|.&
_ 8.1.1 Sonic Emission
,Z
I The sonic emission tests have been able to determine the strength of a
bond to within about i0 per cent. To utilize this test method, a tansile force
, must be applied to the bond lineo This force should be applied in such a manner
i that the specimen is not damaged. This is the only true NDT technique that hs,sthus far been able to test the strength of an adhesive bond° This method ful-
fills many of the characteristics set forth in the contract as desirable for a
_ NlYftechnique. The major problem is the need for applying a tensile stress to
m the part to be tested.
i This method is well suited to whole structure tests° In this manner scanningis eliminated and the test _an be accomplished qu_ck!y and economically. A
relatively large number of sensors would how:_e_' L;__-equ_r_d to pinpoint the areas
I of weakness. Many structures are _ested with hydraulic pressure or a static
stress. This N_T method could be a very importar#r adjunct to uuch tests. It
requires little or no coupling and the instrumentation consistir4_ ";famplifiers
and transducers is inexpensive. _%_.tshave _hown the technique :_.."d_eful on
I honeycomb core and has virtually no dependence on face sheet or coz.cthickness.However, phenolic honeycomb core maj introduce too much noise> m_ .:,skthe
adhesive reaction to stress. Ad,Gitional investigation is requirei _ ' this area.
The sonic emisslonwas used for m to metal bonds and good resal,,"were
I oDtained as much two _ of metal.
through as _s
I_ is recommended that the so1[c emission boud _est insl ._u_,,,,,_.ionbe used
I or _my stress or hydraulic test of i_qe. structures.
8.1.2 Strain Sensitive Coatings
i This type of test is used largely for hon_ycomb paneT_: A limited investiga-
tion was carried o_t under this program to determine the _4_ticability of this
type of test to understrength bonds and to det%rmine the a_t!icability of the
I rapid decompression stres_ method to strain _ensitive co_t_gs° The technique
was sensitive to adhesive void areas or nonbonds caused by undercut honeycomb.
}lewever, the sensitivity to weak bonds between either the adhesive layer and
I the core ,or the adhesive layer and the face sheet was poor. It is believed thatis was due to the tr ngth of the adhesive cap formed ver each cel . The
strain sensitive coatings themselves will detect any deformation of the face sheet.
i The variance in the sensitivity is determined by the method of applying thestress. Tests conducted to determine the residual stress left in the face sheet
of a honeycomb pane_ showed little permanent deformation except near the edges
of the sample. With a suitable means of bond stress, this method may be a good
°l
| -
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?• test for critical areas of bonded structures. After the test the coatings can
be easily cleaned. The brittle is soluable in and
laquer carbon disulphide
the photo stress can be a st_'ippablevariety.
I 8.1o3 Ultrasonic Attenuation
The experimental investigation of the ch_ug_ of ultrasonic a_tenuation
_ with applied stress to the bond gave inconsistent results, Some of _he data| indicated a correlation between attenuation change ann stress;also in some
instan<es a rise in attenuation occurred just prior to the failure of the sample.
• However, _he wide variance in the data between samples and between various
I locations on the same sample_ eliminate the present method of testing from
giving a reliable indication°
•i i At present the reasons for this variation are not known° If further study
U discloses the reason for these variables, further correlation may result in a
usable system.
8.1.4 Electrical Parameters
: _ TT_ehigh conductivity that was p_'esentbetween most of the metallic samples _
i prevented any measurement of the adhesive resistivity or dielectric properties.
_%is conductivity is thoaght to be unavoidable contact between the two metallic
faying surfaces. No correlation was found between this conductivity and bond
I strength during cure, after cure, or duriI_ stress. _,
8.2 Bond Stress Methods
y This investigntion into NDT methods for determining the strength of an
adhesive bond has pointed up the need for a widely applicable method of bond _
stressing. The experimental investigation of all of these stress methods wer_
I limited by the scope of the program. Many were theoretically investigated and isome were used as a means to examine the NDT zechniques u_.derthe program. It _ •_
is recommended that further work in this area be undertaken to develop a good 2_ _
_ 8.2.1 Rapid Decompression _5|
This stress method was used with good success to test honeycomb bonds during
the program. Althoagh the experimental investigation of this method of bond _1%_
I stress was necessarily limited, the results and advantages are promisir4_. The _'_program has definitely indicated the need for a bond stress system, and this
method must be one considered. _ _
!
!
!
7O _2
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|8.2.2 High Presstwe Vacuum
In the experimental in_.stigation the most zonvenient me.thudof stre3sing
a hcneycomb face sheet in tenbion was the hlgh pressure vacuum cup. _"5_.ismethod
is also one of the methods _os_ applicable to production testing. The press.Are
chamber necessary, altho,_h not as __able as would be desired, does not present
any construction difficulties for testing many sections.
8.2-3 Electrical Bond Stress M_.thcds
{
These stress methods were not examine4 experimentally. However. their many
ndvantages require that they be considered in any NiE bond strength testing _
system. The portability and lack of an)-contamination to the s_rface of the sample
are among their advantages. Limited applicability to nonconductors is a disadvantage _
8.2._ Force Pulses
Mechanical force pulses either sonic or ultrasonic are very attractive as a _bond stress method, however, the difficulties of coupling the force to the |specimen and generating enough force are very serious.
8.2.5 N_ha,_.cal _ _
Of the many mechanical methods available for stressing a bond such as direct ._
threaded attachment, binding, clamps, etc. the adhesive bondud attachment point
is the most promising. The simplicity and low cost of the method increase its _
applicability.. The method could be used with many _ systems and in many sample t
configurations. •
t
8.2.6 Thermal Methods
Although these methods are now being used3 primarily in brazed panels, the _--
possibility of damage to the adhesive and the lack of control over the stresses
appl_ed are detriments to their widespread use. Their adTantages are that they
are portable, inexpensive, and easy to use.
8.3 Understrength Simulation
. Several methods of producing degraded bonds were experimentally investigated
during the program.
The photomlcrofiaw te_hr_que uses a pattern of contaminated dots fox,ned _::
phatographically. This method produces the most consistent results, and, it is
felt, is a close approximation to the actuai flaw mechanism in many understrength
bonds. It is recommended that this t_chnique be used as an understrength bond %
simulation for any sqE technique for testin6 bond strength.
71
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_ : SECTION 9
i RECOMM_'DAT!ONS
." :- 9.1 Ultrasonic Emission
Additional work must be done to adapt the ultrasonic emission technique
to large bonded structures. A program to ,'un __uch a te._t is reco._mended. The
•_ program would determine the ultrasonic emission characteris_ic_ of a large
composite structure. _qe optimal instrumentation with resFect to the n,mmber
and configuration o t_-sun._ducers,the amplifiers and signal processing and
!_ data presentation would also be determined by the program.
The staT.ic hydraulic pr6ssure tests of a complete scage of a vehicle would
the work and would have the capsbil!ty of providi_n_ much practical information.
_, _ make a good test for the system. Such a trial would add onl i modest cost toInformation gained could include the progress of high stress poin_.s toward
failure. Also small noncatastrophic failures would be readily detected. The
I_commended consists of three phases. The first phase is an experimental
prcgraz.
evaluation of the response of complex s.ructures_ and other problems associated
with ,monitoring the acoustic noise emitted. The second phase is the censtructior
i phase. The number of channels of instrumentation determined necessary by thefir t phas would be constructed in this ph se. Th third phase woul4 consist
of the actual test of a vehicle stage.
I 9.2 Bond Stress Methods
,_ program to theoretically and expe_imentally investigate all means of
I - _tr@ssing the bond line in a variety of configarations i_ recommended. As
mentioned previously almost all methods of IqDT for bond strength, now ased or
recommended for use, require some means for bond line stress. All of the
I capabilities of a bond stress means must be examined in ]i@ht of the variousNDT methodc t be use _
During this program experiment has shown that all of the variables
l associated with the bond line stress methods now used are not well .known. As
an example, the bond in a honeycomb panel will react differently depending u_on
whether the poor bond is between the face sheet and the adhesive or between _ '
--, the honeycomb core and the adhesive. Voids in the adhesive and undercut honeycomb "i,_ _
i will also react differently to this type of bond stress.
l The recommended program consist_ of two phases_ The first phase is thetheoretical and experimental investigation f all bond stress _ethods. The
second phase is the construction and testing with actual NDT techniques of the
i most appl_cable bond stress method.
....... , II III
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!PART I THEORY
J i. Introduction
•The adhesion between two materials is due almost exclusively to the
!
I forces of attraction between the molecules of the materials. These are
... "the so-called van der Weals' forces, postulated by van der Waals to
!
I - explain deviations by real gases from the perfect 6as law. In most non-
I ..." metallic solids, these forces are also responsible for the major portion of
the cohesive strength*.' It is the van der Waais' force with which the
!
•"I - '" present discussion is concerned, and_ Lu particulars that component called-
_] °'" . .... the London disper_'ion force,
" 2. Attractive Forces• . ,, .
b . " Van der Weals' forces a set of Intermolecular forces which can
" _ " perhaps best be defined as "those forces which .g_.ve rise to the constants =. '
a and b in van der Waals _ equation". They arise chiefly because of three
.-.. d
}_!:i_':.i different effects: (a) orientation effect of permanent electric dipoles;
i':" '. "" (b) induction effect of permanent dipoles on polarizable molecules; (c) dis-
.. • . , ,
' ' persion effect of internal electron motions independent of dipole moments. The.
I
first two can be understood and described entirely in terms of classical
." ' ,electrodynamics. The third effect owes its existence to quantum mechanics; , -_
• .!_
i] _""
'_ if Planek's constant were zero_ there would be no dispersidU force. The " ,s_,
i_ ' " ' ....... ,quantum " ' " _ ' _ '_., * J. C. Slater_ Theory of Matter. _: ' '_
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•_fo_owtng _Yes a brief summary of the theory behind each of these effects.
ill' . ' : (a) Orien_tton E_ect
i Au asy_aetrtc cl_rge distribution ln'a molecule gives rise %o an
_'[ "'." "- electric dipole moment. In an external fleld_ the .Int_ractlon energy.
"_ _l ' "' "- " --_ - ,
_:..|_.. -.": . _etveen the dlpole mGment/_i and the fleld is. : . , ....
|] ":: :>::: • " g = -/_j _ (11
ll:?::-_"::._ot _. _e _ractt= °net: Is'then - . .:" " . . ,
•_i i:_';:'_-: ::: " :" " " " ' " ' ': ' i
|I :>::?:..:14:::i..:_; ' , .' " . . " . :" "
i.,. _,_:..'._2..'.',.,_.::,-::..... . . : ' . . . .. :": ..' ..
-- .,_._./',:. .. . , . .' _ , ..' . : . . -
.:.;'.-'_ '" _.; ,':- : •. " _ : " . _ • _ " : . , .. '%': -
.:'_._'-'.,'2;::__,:'., • ... Fl_rs _ O_I_IC_T_ I_IO_B_I_ ' " :....•, ' • : ..'-"_ ;'i_..'". ' ,
• ,. . .. • . ' _ .7'-,
• ,° , / C
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Depending on the relative orientations of the two molecules s the interaction
ener6y may be either positive or negative. A positive energy corresponds
to repulsion s negative to attraction. If all orientations were equally
probable, the force between two molecules would, on the averase, be
• . zero, since the molecules keep shifting their orientations const_-ntly due
to thermal a6itation. However, Boltzmann statistics shows that orientations
of lower energy are statistical.ly preferred, the more so the lower the
•. temperature. Looked at another way, the torque exerted on one molecule by
.•.' the field of another is always such'as tO turn the molecule into a position
.wherethe attractive for_e is a maximum. This effect is counteracted by
• .- collisions with other molecules which tend to randomize the orientations
• ' .and hence nullify the attractive force. On the other hand, the lower the
:
,..... temperature the smaller the number collisions per unit time as well as the
_I ] . ...-:...effect of each collision. Hence the attractive force would be expected to" ..:be more prominent the lower the temperature. Applying Boltzmann statistics_ .
" ; Keeson* derived the following e-<pression for the average interaction energy.
_., ....: ..._etween two molecules:
.:
',," S ,.'r6 kT - ,*,:_?
• :_4/
". .: • • , "' ,:.," '. .... ;
• "':" "? " " where k = Boltzmann's constant. This expression holds only for tb_peratures" .... ;_,_'_
_,,,,,,,, . w.H._o.o.,,, P_. _0o_.,_,_9,_92:.. .,:","i::,:."ii":,' " "_
• r" _l ' J _ '\'
5" ' ' "
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_ __.., such that kT >> _r3o For lower temperatures %he energy approaches the
"}i_-.': 2- • '. corresponding to the orientation of the two molecules pa_.allel to each other {
_ ,i_i _ _.".'/-' _ along the line _oining their centers. In this way_ F_esom attempted I
!_,_:i'i.ii'i_:i.:;_!.i_:'/i:'q_-_O_ mad higher order _ments. " _ese will a.ls.o. _ive rise to intez_c_.ions
":Zi_._i-i?'_i/':i:i:i:::_th_,r molecules° H_,r, t]_ese in_,'aetionsare 6_nera3_.'_r¥ small ." :
'_iI O/.:iZ_:':_'" (b) 'InductionEffect ' .
.:_!:;,:.._..._-....: Accordin__ _.. (3), the averam_a_trac_ zorcedueto dipo_e-dipol
,_:_-.... .- .- interactionvanishes at high temperatures. This is at variance with
:...:_"-_,.*t<,:..experience which shows that the empirical van der Waals co,_ections do not... .
b
_!_'=//i:i'!_':j:_,._i:i'.["5._is_with increasin,terraces a% the rate indicated l_y (3)- There .:. :.
. i,'¢/.,',;)'.'._5<':,mast, therefore, be 'other interactions essentially independent of temperature.... ,.,-
-_'_*-:-_."._._./J"i!';:".One of these, the-_o-e_._ed inductiOn"e_fect, was first investi_ted by. ,: , -:. ..
-_U _:'''*'_:'':'''' '- " : ' " ':"":"' ' ' " '
-_,,_.;...,:,i?_L.-:_..,. . ,. , _... .
•_i;_!:':.._._.;.:;i:.'_:'_,.._. This tz_a_a,_nt assumes that one of the mole_ales, possesses s-' i.: :' ..,,,':". :. '
__..::..:.'_:_.,,,'/,'.._er_anent dipole moment and e_l_tes the efTect of ,the,-dipole mo,_t., ,, ..',.,....
_:.,."_*"_-i:i-.';'_":, ' _ . _ . , ". _. .' ". '., ' " ' . ',:'_"_:i ..."_,
T >./'-"'."..[_:_.._.'"' ' " .: _- ' ' '_.. _ . ._.. _' • " "' , '., • ":,_:.'. ' " ' . .
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I[ . If neither one of the two molecules possesses a permanent dipole moment:i the above effect does not occur. In uch a case the first non-zero term
in the interaction energy would come from the interaction between the quadrupole
moment of molecule (assuming this to non-zero) and the dipole moment
induced in the other. The energy (properly averaged as before) is
: where q is the quadrupc3e moment. In this way it was originally believed ,
that the van der Waals forces could be accounted for in the Cases of non-polar
•4 molecules In fact, the empirical van der Waals corrections were used to
![
'2 '. .dete:Imine_q.}whenno other method'was available for thls determination.
ii[O. ":: However, when quantum mechanics later furnished a way of calculating the
i" quadrupole mome,._s of molecules, it was shown .that the_ were "much too .small
'" . (C) Dispe_rsiQn Effect i
i ' i' In this dilemma it Was shown by London* that even between neutral atomic
! ._ systems with completely syanetrical charge distribution_ there is an attractive
: 1
•
,. _.,. , ,..•force due to quantum mec.m-_ical effects. As a simple model to illustrate .
if"::_"'."'-:-"'"'.":the principles involved, consider'two three-dimensional harmonic oscillators " _'
th polarizability _ and no pernnn_nt moments in their rest position, i
_"'"._: " : . ,, If the charges(e_of these osoillators are displaced from their 'rest positions
', , '.
: * ¥..London,. ibid. ,. ., '. '
r _ _F41 . ,
- '
I
I _ !II " I I I [] m nun • m m '_
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by the displacements
i the potential energy of the system is
_. ' = --(8 _-e;_) * _,_-,-_y,-2_,_..) (131 -
I The first term represents the energy due to the elastic restoring force,
! i _the second the dipole interaction energy. According to cl_c_l theory,
,[ t
..'] nothing _id prevent these oscillators from remain_ug in t_eir rest.
i positions without interacting with each other, even if brought into close
p_oximity. Quantum-mechanically, however, the lowest energy state of a
•[0 _ harmonic oscillator with proper frequency _ is not zern but has the value
-± A_ _ (l_)
-, E Z .
_i .
'- t ., the zero-_oint energy.
" 'Let a set of normal coordinates be defined by
' 1! I , (_5) ' !i
' /
I
_ The expression for V then becomes, in terms of the normal coord_ates:
il '
] 966002472-092
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(16)
This is the _oten;i_ energy for a set of six independent harmonic osc_tors#
each _rlth its o_, cha_cterls%ic frequency. The zero-point energy of each
_¢i_lJator is obtained from Eq. (1_), and the total energy of the system is
_en stmp_7 by the sum of the individual energies. The frequencies are:
i
( )'ot _ _ _ -i-.-.
D ..,
. )zp._' _R_ _"...
_= __;;+_/_= e___ _.___+..._
where m is the reduced mass of each of the two elastic systems. The. lowest
._ energy s_te of the en_re system is then
= z k_,.-E k_o--_" .... " ]! " "+ ,+ .:. _
. 8 , _
in ......... _ .... T I |1 .... p/ "111 . _ ............ a_/ bi
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i where _-_ _/J_-_ is the proper frequency of the two elastic _tc_ when
in __ not interacting (i. e., for R_"_).
The first term in Eq. (18) is a constant representing the combined
zero-point energy of the t_-oisolated elastic systems and does not contribute
to the force between them. The second tei_,
;
..
does represent an attractive force varying as the inverse seventh-power of
! the separagion of the molecules _ This is the force named by London the
"dispersion force"
The above derivation follows along the lines of the discussion in
•.--k0' London's paper cited previously. In the same paper a more rigorous derivation
is also given, using a quantum-mechanical model of a molecule. An argument
is also _resented to show that the dispersion forces are additive, at least
!_: "" to a first approximation; i.e., that in the case of a large re,tuberof molecules
. of the presence of the other molecules.
Eq. (19) gives the dispersion force between two molecules of the same
kind. The corresponding result for two dissimilar molecules is '
l .
• ;] Z _,+ _a R6 " " "
.t
o- ,)
)
• ._ .3-
I
I
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I 3. Re IsiveForces
I It is obvious that, in addition to the forces of attraction, there
=:! must also be forces of repulsion acting between molecules. Otherwise
!'1, all the molecules and atoms in the world would rapidly coalesce into a single
gigantic molecule. These repulsive forces h_ve a m_ch shorter range than
__ the forces of attraction and are considerably more difficult to analyze and
determine quantitatively. They arise primarily through the overlapping of
the el"ectron clouds of the two molecules or atoms. As a result of this.
I •overlapping, the nuclei are no longer completely screened and repel each "
other throug_ the Coulomb forces between their positive charges. An
• adSitional effect arises from _he Pauli exclusion prlncip!e which requires,
,_ as the overlapping starts s that energy be supplied externally in the approach
.,: . Of the molecule:_.
A quantitative treatment of the repulsive forces has been attempted by. i_
" ill "' a number of workers. In many cases these at.tempts take the form of assuming i
!i a l_rticular mathematical model for the intermoiecular potential (including 1
!_ the att active pa t) and using experim ntal data to evaluate the various
" constants involved by curve-fitting me_hods. Below are lffstedsome of the
most co-_only employed forms_: i!
_
_ , |
• ' 10
$
r"
!L'
I° ,. ,
e
1 i
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ii (b) Buckingham Potential
:]<
U = S_ - --_ _ _c (22)
I
i (c) Buckingham-Corner Potential
" i i 4. RU= (as)
ii
I .. (d) _lsdified Buckingham Potential|
• .. _ ] ,,>_,,.0 U= (a_)
r •
. The first of these forms, the Lennard-Jo;_es potential, lends itselfmost readily to _l-_ical investigations. The choice of the inverse twelfth
I .. power of the distance as the form of the repulsive potential £s made as much
for mathematical convenience as for any other reason, and for some substances
I " a better fit to experimental data is obtained with a different power. The
Lennard-Jones potential gives a fairly relaistic approximation to the forces.
"" between spherical non-polar molecules.
The Buckingham potential includes,an inverse eig'hth-_ower in the attractive
i ,potential to account for the induced-dipole-induced-quadrupole interaction ,
i _., 11
;4'
_ :,.
t '
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which may be of importance for highly non-symmetrical molecules. It also
I replaces the inver_ twelfth-power repulsive potential with an exponential
_ term which, according to London*, gives a quantum-mechanically more correct
// II _ representation. However, the Buckingham potential approaches - _ at the
origin (E = 0), which is cc_ainly incorrect.i|
il I_ -The Buckingham-Corner potential alleviates the unrealistic behavior ofthe Buckingham formula close to the origin. It is more complicated than
_I_iII the latter, since it contains an extra factor and also since two functionallydifferent forms are used for different ranges of R.
_)I " The modified Buckingham potential, flnally, is a four oparameterform w ich _s somewhat more flexible t_an the Lennard-Jones poten ial and
lo!__; by which the effect of the _nduced-dipolelinduced-quadrupole interaction
_ can be taken into account by a suitable choice of the constant _ .
I , " -"
,: Of the constants inv.olved in these various approximations to the
._,
:__I intermolecular potentials, some are calculated from the known values of_ w
other molecular constants (e. g.; the coefficient of R"6 in the dispersion
formula), and some are determined backwards from comparisons between
theoretical predictions _de on the basis of a particular model and experimental
results (e. g., pressure broadening and the equation of state of _ real gas).
In the applications to be made later in this section to adhesive bond
strengths, the Lennard-Jones" 6-1_ potential will be used. It is" by far /
i , ,
* Y. London, ibid..
12,
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!the simplest to use analytically, and by a suitable choice of the constants
I this _,nction can be made to represent the intermolecular forces reasonably
faithfully over the range of distances in which the adhesive forces have
I their greatest effect.
I 4. Retardation Effects
: So far in this discussion of the Intermolecular forces it has been --_
I assumed that the interaction between a pair of molecules depends only on the
k
_I I instantaneous relative positions of the two molecules. Even in cases
where the force depends for its very existence on.the variation _d.th time
i,
I of the states of the molecules, such as the dispersion effect which would
not exist if it were not for the zero-point motions of the electrons, the
I0 . effectof the state of one molecule on the other is calculated as if this " ""
effect were felt instantaneously by the other molecule. In actual fact,
-!
:. of course, electromagnetic interactions are propagated with the speed of ,
'-"'I" "light, which is large but finite. In the case of the dispersion effect,
this will introduce phaselags between the induced dipole and the time-varylng..
°' I dipole giving rise to it. The question then arises of the effect of this).
.." _hase lag on the interaction energy of the two molecules and hence on their
' _I mutual forces.
J .,.
• This problem has been investigated by, among others, Casimir and Polder*.
"| * H. B. G. Coslmlr and D. Polder, Phys. Rev. 73, 360(1938) "
,_ i..j
7
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_neir treatment, which is based on quantum electrodynamics, is quite
: I and only the results pertinent to this discussion will be quoted here. The
general result is that the retardation reduces the interaction, the relative
I effect being grea_er at greater distances. For the interaction of two
• identical neutral non-polar molecules, Casimlr and Polder found for small •
i distances the usual London dispersion formula, Eq. (19), whereas for large
11_ i ' distances they derived a correction factor g of the general shape shown in
il, -'" -
i-_ , , ° ....
_i | ,_ _.5- ,.o ,.s- 2.0
!'I " ,-/ao
•_!u.
, Figtu'e 2 VARIATION OF g WITH DISTANCE
q
| /
I , i ,
/ i I _. III ' J_ .. . I _- i ...... ,i
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The constant _ is a characteristic length defined by"
I where _o is the frequency of the harmonic oscillator r_presenting the molecule.l0B
O
In most cases, _ is of the ord r of A of 0-# cm. For small molecu s,
C
11 "the effective range of interaction is a few A; hence retardation effects
I
II are unimportant for this case. For larger molecules or high polymers, the
of interaction _y be a considerable fraction of _o • In theserange cases,
% il the effect of retardation may have to be taken into account.
I •_'ozmhe purposes of calculating adhesive bond strengths, the retardationm
:_i_ effects will be ignored, at least for the preliminary calculations. It is
il #-h felt that in most cases these effects represent corrections of a magnitudekj
.i that will be masked by the errors introduced as a result of the simplifying
I
il made in the choice of ;he mathematical model.
assumptions
i
-]I 5. General Remarks f
As indicated above, the attractive forces b_tween relatively simple,
I " .non.polar molecules are reasonably well understcod and are in many casesamenable to direct calculations using well-known molecular constants. These
I forces are expressed as functions of the distance between the molecules and,
II possibly, on their relative orientation. When dealing with the interactionbetween large or high y asymmetric l molecul s s parated by dista c s of
about"t.hesame order of magnitude as the size of the molecules_ the problem
is considerably more complicated. A treatment of the interaction between
_h
,m
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molecules of a variety of different shapes and orientations is given by
Hirschfelder et al*. The treatment is entirely quantum-mechanical.
No attempt will be made to quote all the results_ since they will not be
I used in the bond-strength calculations in Part II.
In addition to the intermolecular forces described above, there ere the
so-called reasonamce forces, which are of purely quantum-mechanical origin
and have no classical analogue. They arise basically when degeneracies
in the wave i_anctions of two molecules are removed through their interaction.
The forces my be either repulsive or attractive. "A short treatment of the
resonance forces may be found in the above reference by Hirschfelder et al.
C . ,,
,%
z
.
°
,, .
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Iv PART II APPI,7.CATIONS
I I. Introduction
] In this sectiou, the theory developed above will be applied to obtain
j I analytical expressions for the strength of an adhesive bond, and these
:!] expressions will be used to obtain numerical results for a n_m_ of "_ .......
! and adherends. The treatment will be limited to substances with sphprical,
Jl I non-polar molecules. The only forces operating between the molecules are.
!_ I then of the London dispersion-force type, provided there is no chemicali bond, and the repulsive forces. It might seem that this would exclude
_ I precisely the main problem at hand in this study, namely the bonding of
epoxy resins to aluminum surfaces, since these resins are high polymers with
i _ molecules that are anything but spherical. However, the theory of the forces
between such molecules is extremely difficult and far from complete. One
! approach to this problem is to break up a long chain-type molecule into
_ suitable subsections, and to consider the individual interaction of each vlth the
. other parts of the same molecule as well as with similar segments of other
i I molecules. The over-all theoretical situation in this are% is rather
:_j unclear, and at present it is not possible to predict, on a purely theoretical "
il ] basis, with any.degree of accuracy, the bond strength of a Joint utilizing
I a polymer-type adhesive. Nevertheless, analyses based on idealized molecular
I models are of considerable alue, since they help to point out general features,
liI ' the way the important physical parameters enter in, and so forth. It is "
primarily with this objective in mind that the analyses given below are , :
presented.
1
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0 2. Adhesion Bet_een T_o Semi-Infinite Media
I Let a Cartesian coordinate system be defined so that the x y plane
constitutes the b,_andarybetween two media occupying the half-spaces abo*re
and below this p_me (see Figure 3).
H
| "
l
#ladiu,_ l
ed;_,,, 2.
• _ :
The'two medis,are not supposed in actual contact but separatedby a small
, distance _ in such a way that the boundary of Medium i is the plane z =
• _hile that of Medium 2 is z = O.
Now consider a volume element dVI = dx dy dz of Medium I and its interaction
ii with a volum_-element dV2 of Medlm_ 2 in the form of a ring of radius rs
thick=_ess dr, and height,dE (see Figure 4).
'i
_ t
!
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I Figu_'e 4 INTERACTION GE0_RY
,., Let NI, N2.be the.number of molecules per unit volume of the two media,
. _-_pectivelyo Then the number of molecules in dVI is NI dx dy dz, and that
_u dV2 is 2_N 2 r dr dE . The distance between dV1 and _ny point of dV2
1 .+,,-,, = (;+ _);.<.e
I Let the interaction energy between a molecule of Medium i and one of Medium 2 ,
be of the form (Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential):
.I
I where R is the distance, The interaction energy between dV1 and dV2 is then
I s .,
19I '
,_ ,,,_
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i
i|. T,,e forceact._go,',_l _e to _"2is
I © a'V- - o Ca"_.)
--- 6'_
-I =-_,,-_,#,..[,oc,_,.o_,,,4_"_,o]
I The force on dV1 due to an infinite sheet of Medium 2 of thickness dE is
I o'otained"byinte@ra_ingthe above expression over _ :
_,. _/_
,_"'F= ao = z.__',%. - c. co_'°o,o _+_:"+c_ jo __
..2,-,v,_.rL_ c_ ] •_._' - c_. ," ___''_ '_"
20
!
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Finall_',the force on dV1 due to the entire half-space of _I_dium 2 is obtained
I by integrating this expression over _ :
-. s - r
i| o ;i
i I The coefficient of dVI give_ the force per unit volume of Medium i
exerted by Medium 2. The quantity of interest is the force per unit area;
m i-.e.,the pressure at the interface. This maybe obtained by integrating" I the volume force densi y along a colunm of cross--sect ohal area dA = dx dy
. perpendicular to the xy plane from z = _ to z = o_ and dividing by dA:
© T" [ -
- _-; '_"_ \_- s_ -'
• • In the derivation of this result the two media have been treated as if
they were continuum rather than as discrete collections of mo!ccuies. .. .
A mo_e exact treatment would repl_.ce the varic.us integrals by sums over all
the molecules. Th_ would require an exact knowledge of the geometrical
arrangement of the mclecules in both adhesive and adherend. The summation
., _ is also much more difficult to perform than the integration. Since the purpose .
_ of the." analysis is primarily to bring out important parameters and to obtain
order-of-magnitude results, it is felt that the errors introduced by the
.. assumption of continuous media may be neglected.
_r
I1
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3. Adhesion Between _o P]stes
D'nderthe assumptions made, Eq. t27) gives the force per unit area _th
• ; .-.
which two semi-infinite media, interacting Via the Lennard-Jones (.i-12.)
potential, attract each other. The question now arises as to the corresponding
result in the case of two plates of finite area and thickness. A little
reflection shows that Eq. (27) should hold even for this case with an altogether
negligible error. To be sure, the integrations involved in arriving at thisformula _er,_.carried out over all space. Nevertheless, due to the extremely
inn rapid fall-off of the intermolecular forces with distance, almost all of the
adhesive force is due to the molecules in the immediate vicinity of the inter-
f ce. _ae_e ore, Eq. (27) wi l be taken to be the correct expression for
!
imO " the force of adhesion between two sheets of adhering sl.lbstances.
l " 4. Bond Strength of Two Adherin_ Plates
_ On the basis of the preceding analysis, the strength of the bond between
_i_!i "two adhering plates willnow be calculated. It must be noted that this bond
-- iB
• strength is not given by Eq. (27). This formula gives the force which
f
!K -_0 slab_,of adhering material, separated by an a_'bitrary distance _ , exert
• :i on each other. On the other hand, the strength'of an adhesive bond i_ by _=l
•definition the force which has to be exerted to pull the two materials apart.
_ _J These are not the same thing. If the two materials are free .to move under ._
m
their mutual attractive (and repulsive) forces, they will seek a separation _-
distance such that the attractive force is Just balanced by the repulsive ,_
i one and the total force vanishes. This distance _o may be obtained byi
:i "-_ 22|',J
o
__ L..... II I _ I IL,__ J- I I IJ _-- ii
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IC equating the right-hand side of (27j to zero and _olving for _ .
I At the separation _ ,the force between the two slabs is zero. =If one
tries to separate t_m, restoring forces arise-_hich reach a maxi_am at some
I _; separation _ and.._hen decay to zero as _@_ . The strength of the bond
v' is thus the value of p at _= _ . TO obtain _ Eq, (27) is differentiated
I with respect to _ and the resu is set equal to zero:
, d_--lo k S s ]
The bond strength is now obtained by substituting from Eq. (28) into (27):
yO x, o,4 a,,, l
g , . ?,. (29)
7r (s-_"- _'C,. C.)_ _ f_'C _-
F." ..
_" _ An alternative form for Pm may be obtained by solving Eq. (27) for CR, with
_, _= _ , the distance at which p = 0:
-• .1 "Hence
' _ = - _ _ C^ • (30)
, J
t _: .2,3, ,:
•, ._ :'_
• __. _,-._,,t__....
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From Eq. '20), the expression fo r CA is
• . _- _ 3 L . _),'P_-.- cz_- =-
_ _ " -
_ / I_ _'I p "p -- . iV hJ_.
-- -- h _zJ_z_._ Oe o/ , . .
_. -- - , L a (3l)m _ _3)
equal
_"- _'kg] _ ' _" a'o_ (32)
This gives an expression for the adhesive bond strength in term_ of the fundamental
"i., I C" m°lecular c°nstants ll'12J_1Ot_' the denslties _i" N2 _nd the separati°n°f'
adhesive and adherend._o'. The quantity _o is, strictly speaking, a function
• of the thicknesses of the slabs of adhesive and adherend. However, due to the
i!I--]I extremely rapid fall-off o_' the intermolecula_ forces the variation is very slight I
and in this discussion _@ will be treated as a constant. An exact determination of
_o is still very difficult_ however. This difficulty is immediately traced to the
• fact that go was introduled.to eliminate OR from EcI. (29). This merely substitutedii
' one unknown .quantity for another_ since CR, as discussed in Part I, is very
difficult to determine theoretically. Nevertheless, a reasonable estimate
* S. J. Czyzak , Adhesion and Adhesives: Fundamentals and Practice, Wiley 1954
/
r_
I ....... ._,I.I . j _ _I __I , _, ., _ - -_,--_ ....
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I of _o may be obtained as follows. Let aI azd a2 be the inteTmolecular
distances in the two media, respectively. The number of molecules per L
i unit volume NI and N2 are :then connected with al, a2 by the a_proximate
i relations '
,j
%-
• °
_'_. ": <,..,_-3 14/"" -3
I i ---a_.
_1'_ _: • -_ -i ;
::' :_ The equality is exact if the molecules are arranged i._.e'ibical lattices
.:
with a molecule at each corner of every cube. In any case, the products
:_. ! .
:I I a] N1 and a_2 are of the order of unity, whatever the molecular arrangement,
• .. and hence one may assume .approximately that the following relations hold:
a,= _,'_ a_= o2V_• °
,__)
,,, Now, aI represents, esentially, the equilibrium distance of two molecules of
"_4;I _4edium l, i. e., the distance at which the repulsive and attractive forces
_ just cancel, and similarly for a2. It would therefore seem to be a reasonable
i assumption that the equilibrium distance _o between the adhesive and
-._ adherend is approximately equal to the average of aI and a2, i. e.,
+•,! C¢, _a) *
%
• I In terms of NI and N2, this becomes
J
Substituting this -into Eq. (32) yields ..
. -,
. 25 ,i
,_L"
,1
-_ '_'
I i
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.._Ji This expression gives the strength of an adhesive bond in te_ms of quantities
!
available in tabular form for a variety of substances. _q
!
It is of some i_terest to determine _, the value of _ at which p = Pm"
e:
equation preceding (30), one obtains'_ F.
•;!.::. .e_=. _ _ 7, -= ,. ZO -
!i_Hence the maximum restoring force is obtained _'uenthe separation is increased
.i;.'_" by only 20_. This bears out wh_t was said ;'_viou_ly regarding the rate of
• " fall-off of the intermolecular forces with •.tance _nd Justifies the
I
' various assumptions and approxima.tions ma_ on "_hi_ _';':
I 5. Cohesive Strength due to Dispersion Force
: :-.
On the basis of F_. (33),the cohesive strength of a material may be
i, determ_ued, assuming that the dispersion force is alone responsible for the1i ,
: cohesive force. With I 1 = 12 = I,.. _.--_z----- c_ , N1 = N2 = N, F_. (33)
I • | 4
iz .= 0.1_1 Zo{ZN 3 (3_)
,| "
-This result will be used below to-calculate _he cohesive stren@th of aluminum.
6. _rical Results
• As a first application of the above analysis, the cohesive strength of
_1" aluminum will be calculated, using F.a. (3_). "From the Handbook of Chemistr_ , i
and Physics, I = 5.96 ev= 9.55 x .i0"12 ergs. The r_as density is given by
"_ i _
--;;I the same source 'as p = 2.6_ gin/era3. S£nce 'the atomic weight is 26.9? and
!. ,.... ; _6
|
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_ hence the mass of an aluminum atom is 26.97 x 1.66 x i0"24 gm= 4.47 x 1o-23 gin,
i the number of atoms per cm3 is
/q= " -_ _.03 xto _ •
I .;?, 4.47 x tO'_ _
_, The molecular polarizability o_ is not readily available from tables except
| " , for a few elements and compounds. It can be estimated in several ways.
_;
According to Jackson*, _ is of the order of the molecular or atomic volume
. .;"
_ (in the Gaussian system of units). Let O" be the radius of the aluminum
!I atom. _nus, by the above assumption
4- .;_ O- 3
_ . 0_' _ _" •
From the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, the value of ¢r may be taken
! °
as 0.5 A = 5 x l0"9 cm; hence,
: I _ 4- - z_'_3
_ _ _w" x I.Z,_lO-Z_'_,_ _.---. _,Z4×;o
I
s-. Another way of estimating, o_ is to use the Clausins-Mosotti relation which
I,i' is given by Jackson as
3 g-/
• I @all 6+z
where @ is the dielectric constant. Although this relation holds best for
• ! gases and is less exact for liquids and solids, it may be used to ascertain
• the order of magc,itude of o{ . The Handbook of Chemistry and Physics gives
I @" = 2.4. Heu,
3 1.4. --z4- c,,,,,3| -----_"--_@ar'x_,OSxlo z_ _.4 -- 1.2._ xlO
] I .......... '"
• J. D. Jackson, Classical Electrodynamics , Wiley 1962
'-" 27 ,_,
| ,
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Using the value of O_ obtained by the first method in E_ (34), the
i cohesive strength is .
Pc --o.151x 9._ x lO'12ergsx 2.7'5x lO-49cm6 x 2.19x lO68 cm-9
_ 8.68 x 1 dyne cm = 1.26 x 103 psi.
I ':;::".iWiththe value of o_ from the Clausius-Mosotti relation, the corresponding
., Hi "'_ result is
_ '_i/ i0"12 10-48
•::i ._ Pc = 0"151 x 9.55 x x 1.587 x x 2.19 x 1068
" " L
_,_! 08 2t "
_: = 5.01 x I dyne cm" = 7.25 x i0J psi. ;
_ _ Comparing either of these two values of Pc with the tensile yield strength
.... of aluminum which is approximately 2 x I0" psi, it is clear that the dispersion ._
/-_ force plays a minor role in the cohesive strength of aluminum.
.2
d" I _
As a second example, consider the bonding of aluminum to some adhesive.
!-_ For aluminum, the following values of ionization potential, poiarizability_ _i..
_' I and density will be used:
_" Ii = 9.55 x 10"12 erg, _! = 1.26 x i0"24 cm3, NI = 6.03x 1022 cm"3, _
For the adhesive, the follo_-ng typical large-molecule values will be used: ._
_ IL 12 = 2 x i0"II 34g, _z.= 2.5 x i0"24 cm3, N2 = 3 x 1022 cm"S, ,;_
These values are to be inserted into Eq. (33). The calculation is most ii
,conveniently performed in .several steps: .'
, .  21/3. -1= 3.92 x i07 cm"I + 3.15 x I07 cm = LOT x I07 cm"I
i
.. .
,_3, t,__ tl , - -' -
] 966002472-] ] 3
i i _
2 2 1044 -6 lO66 cm.9
_[ N1 N 3.63z l045 em"6 x 9 x em = 9.26 x
I Nll/Z+N2I/3)3 : lO23"'i ( 3.53 x cm"3
|
Ilia : 1.91 xlO "22 erg2 = 6.45 xl0 "z2 ers
I1 + 12 2.96x 10"ll erg
i0"48 6:. o4,o4_: 3. 15 x cm.
| 4 1/a
: S-o-(½) : 2._2
!,c# •
, • Pm : 8.42 x 6,45 x lO"12"x 3.15 x lO"_ x 9.86 x 1066.
IC: : 4.5_ X lO8 dyne cm"2 : 6.59 x l03 psi.
1 "The measured strength of bonds between epoxy resins and aluminum is generally ,
in the range 5 - I0 x 103 psi. The analysis presented here thus appears to
: give correct order-of-magnitude results. More exact agreement cannot be i
i I expected from this simple treatment when applied to such complex polymeric
adhesive substances as the e_oxY resins.
4
! 7. Conclusions
_ I The preceding analysis determines the force of adhesion between two sheets
'_ of materials assumed to be ideally flat and assuming al_o thst the molecules
| of the two media interact only via the Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential. The
analysis is of value in that it brings out the important physical parameters
i .... _ i__,£i.
I
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I entering into the bond strength, such as the polarizability _d ionizatior.
I potential. On this basis the _uperior bonding quality of aluminum oxide
over that of pure alBminum, for example, can be understood., as both the
iiI polarizability and_ization potential of an aluminum oxide molecule are
• larger than those 67 an aluminum atom.
iii_! On the other l_nd, the analysis does not take into acco_mt the deviationr
_'. from ideal conditions which adversely affect the bond strength. For example,
• _ the bonding surfaces may not be absolutely flat, resulting perhaps in
insufficient contact between adhesive and adherend. High humidity conditions
i !I[_ mayresult inthe deposition of a layer of water molecules onthe bonding '
surfaces. Since the cohesive strength of _ter is almost zero, this will
obviously reduce the bond strength. Other factors affecting bond strengthare improper wetting of the adherend by the adhesive, _bond-line impurities,
!i I and static charge in the b°nd'line" A _uantitative c°rrelati°n between'such i
factors and the bond strength is perhaps best obtained empirically.
--
I
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TEST REPORT
o i
/-40_ QAKTON STREET • MORTON GROVE, ILLINOIS
"_ I ----- Report No. 55II04i "• DESCRIPTION OF TEST:1 HIGH VACUUM
Requirements:
The test samples sha!l exhibit no visible evidence of physical damage or
bond deterioration _.sa result of the test described below.
Test Procedure:
o
| Night (81 test samples, described below, were placed on a cold plate in
• an ul_ra-high chamber, at room ambient conditions.
I Flat Plates Honey-comb Structural,
: D-24 B-,35
:_ I CE-Z2 A-89
I. BE-31 C-30
A_:-79 D-23
:!
The chamber was sealeQ, the vacuum pump turned on, and the start time
I noted. After two (Z) hours of pumping, pressure and temperature were recorded,and liquid nitrogen flow through the cold plate was started. Twenty-four (_4)
: hours after the start of pumping, pr¢ ssure and temperature were recorded.
- ] This data recording was repeated at 5-minute intervals for a 15-minute period.
The chamber was retarned to ambient conditions, ard the samplem were re-
moved and visually examined.
'1
_NEI The test described above was repeated on nine (91 other test samples,
described below, with the iollowing exceptions:
T
• _ (a) Liquid nitrogen flow was started after the chamber pressure
started to ievel off with respect to time.
I -(b) The final 5-minute data-" Iter',_d period wa, s 120 minutes,
I Flat Plates H0ney-comb Structures Cylinder Block
D-25 C-29
I AE-80 A-90BE-27 D-22
CE-Z3 B-33
l .
Pa,ge 1 '_
_.,,%
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{GENERAL DATA SHEET
• Ultra-High Vacuum #I 551194i
,: ', D,-,_
-3_0 "F and Highe st Vacuum 5/17/65
Eight (8) Metal Sa,nples 2,1. I "C 48%
MRD Division, General American Transportation Corp.
", "'":'.'#'.'- _'.._,_F.':"B _.
F. Weg r _-yn
c,_, =RG. _HE __',
C. Elliott
Time Pressure Temperature Date Event: t
0995 Sea Level +77"F 5/I 7165, Start purnpi_g
11:25 2.8 x 10 -5 +77"F 5/17/65 Start LN_ Flow
09:25 2.0 x I0 -6 -279"F 5/18/65 Begin record period
09:30 9.8 x 10 -7 -_-87"F 5/18/65 +5 rain.
: i- 09:15 2.0 x I0-6 -288.__'F 5/18165 +I0 rain.
i 09:40 I.5 x I0-6 -Z97.5"F 5/18/65 +15 rain. l_nd _re_c_rd
._ ( . period.
Visual examination on the samples showed external damage or ,_
_ parting in the _lh_sives from the metals. F"--
D-24 B-35
! CE-Z2 A-89
! _E-31 C-30
AE-79 D-23
Fl&t Honey _ ,
Plate s Comb s ; -_
_ , i , , _- 1
Ji_ . Plgel _
, i,-.-_ ......... Z, ' ........... ",. ........... " ..... - ' ....... _m,,, - ,, t_t_lll _Z_ _-Z--_-I_= _ -_ ,,_III_._
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i • -. '_,_.... TEST REPOflT
s-
' 6401 OAKTCN STREET • MORTON GROVE, ILLINOIS
Report No. 551194DESCRIPTION OF TEST:
i HIGH VACUUM (Cont'd.)
Description of Test Apparatus:
bqtra-High Vacuum Chamber, ITL, M/N A-).035, S/N 135
i Sea level to I x 10 -8 ram. Hg, _1%; last calibration: 12/30/65
Pumping speeds:
Mechanical pump, Type DKg0, 53 cfm
:_ Diffusion pump, Typ_ PMC-144, 620 liters/second
: Potentiometer, Minn.-Honeywell, M/N 126W3, SIN 345, 0-71 milli¢olts,
±0.5%; last calibration: 4/Z6/b5
Thermometer, Cenco, M/N 193Z5-1, -Z0"C to +110"C, _lg/0
I
i
; Test Results: ....
|
i No visible evidence ef physical damage was notzd on any of the test samples. ,
.! See the ,l_ta sheets for actual pressures and temperatures attained.
!
,) ' -
#
g
t
i
I
;1
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ii GENERAL DATA SHEET
T.6" SPlLr P_ 'F.._N,D
_ Ultra-High V_cum #Z 551194
' . L:'. [''' L
-320"F and Highest VacuLtrn 5-20-65
Nine (9)Metal Samples ' 22.2°C 45%
MRD Division, General American Transportation Corp.
F. Wegrzyn
! • Ab 3 J-; _'_LLK
L; - ._G ^_ r.-i, i
; C. Elliott
Time Pressure Temperature D_te Event
t
t
10:00 Sea Level +77"F 5/19/65 Start pm_nping
" 12:Z0 1-2 x !0 "5 +77"F 5/19/o5 Start LN 2 Flow
10:00 1.3 x 10 "6 -298.7"F 5/20 %5 Begin rec,)rd period
10:05 9.2 x I0 -? -298.5"F x man,
i I0:I0 9,0 x 10-7 -298.Z'F +I0 rain.
I0:15 8.0 x 10-7 -298.2*F , +15 rain.
_ 10:Z0 7.0x 10 -7 298. Z "F +_0 may.
10:25 9.8 x 10 -7 299.4 +25 man.
1_ 10:30 1.0x 10 -6 - 299.4 +30 rain. -, ,
• I 10:35 1.5 x I0"6 30Z. 8 +35 man. i
i I 0:40 7, 2 x 10:"7 300.1 +40 man.
11 ,o: 5 ,o,<,o ...... ,
_ 10:50 9.9 x I0"6 300. I , +50 rain. __
[ ' i
10:55 7._'x 10 .7 I 299.4 +55rnin, ,
I
Page 7.
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i' GENERAL DATA SHEET
-; i'EST ] SPLC PAR: TEST NO.
; , Ultra High Vacuum #2 . 551194 -I
_' E-q[ : T _ ',d_:,.. DA:_
' -320"F at highest vacuura 5-20-65
Nine (9) Met&t Samples Z3.3"C 43% '
M,_F., ;AI'.T ._ -. V N"._, '
MKD Division, General American Transportation Corp. , _ _j
NS-:;.'M-_ :, " _ _-t_STE D 9:
F. W egrzyn '
L,_ SUp CHECK• '
J
E N";, R G CHECK:
C. w-Lliott ,
Time Pressure Temperature Dat,¢ Event
II:00 8.9 x 10-7 -299.4 5-20-65 +60 ram.
II:05 1.4 x lO-6 ' -308.2 +65 ram.
ll:lO fox I0 -7 302.7 +70 ram.
I1:15 8.6 x I0-7 302 .7 +75 ram.
"11:20 8.0 x I0-7 " 300.1 +80 ram.
r
11:25 9.8 x I0 -7 304.6 "+85 rain.
11:30 I.I x 10 -6 " 308.2 +90 ram.
! I1:35 1.2 x 10 -6 308.2 i +95 ram. i
_ -.'
lI :40 9.9 Y- 10-7 302.7 j +i00 rain.
1 --
11:45 9.9 x 10 °? ' 302.7 +105 rain.
:i !, !
;l't 11:50 9.0x I0 -7 , 304.6 i- - +ll0rain. .4
4 II:55 8.2 x I0 "7 : I ...... i308. Z +I 15 rain. _ 1
L i._-.
i 11:60 8.0 x 10 "7-' 308.2 ' +120 rain. _ : "
1 ?t 1 i ..... ;.
" I
Page 3 •,,i.?
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! GENERAL DATA SHEET
TF_ST . , _ T TESr NO:
- ,SPEC PAR. ,
Ultra High Vacuum #Z (contVd) ' ' ' 551194
r'COI',_D;" ON _dG _ DA_ [--I
,- -3Z0°F at highest vacuum 5-Z0-65i ,
MA FE t._'_AL T [- MP PH
Ninu ('I)Metal Samples .Z3.3"C 43%
,IVIANUFACI'JPE" M NO:
J MILD Division, General American Transportation Corp.
$ t I "
__'_S- i_'.J.M.C.";TS TESTED B'v
F. Weg rzyn
f
, LAB SUP CHECK
E.NGRG CHECK"
i C. Elliott ;
!
I
F
t
.... _}
..... Yis_l examinatic_n of the samples showed _o deterioration or .__
.. damage to the bonding material. __
• Flat Honey Solid
Plates Comb ' Block
• } D-Z5 C -Z9 -
! I AE-80 A-90 '
-_- : . _ ' ,_ .....
[" " .... ' -I '
BE-_7 D-Z2
..... 4 _ . . .
CE-23 B-38
I .... a
J :
i
| - -_,........... 4 ....
- _ . . _ __.
I
.........---I-" i !._:-:.:.:-2.)jI? ......._ .... ,..........L
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I APPENDIX 3
i ULTRASONIC EMISSION TEST DATA
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' 'TES# ,4,"#.1.3 .
, F/_l/ooo 6_' , J
,, ao,,,,O.,f_e.t..d_p_z_,_sapsk t
7 ,-7 ......................¢ _.............. Zg_ _ ;_'- _ ?_ P/_" ...... j_...............
t
• i
F _
1
I
I ,
":. _ 1 f J
- O.b_m_ r " '
f 1 i ....
g °-'
t & L L ' '
• q,
" I " ' [ .....
'I " ' I :- ' t
' .... ' '
.__ ......... -........... :.......... , . ....................... ] ;.
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APPENDIX 4 "
OPERATION OF THE _TRASONIC EMISSIOn,_ DETECTOR
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I
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The Ultrasonic Emission Detector is a heterodyne ultrasonic receiver designed
4 to operate in the 27 to 37 KHz frequency region for use in the ultrasonic NDT
l procedures previously described. Figure 14 (Block Diagram of Ultrasonic Emission
Detectcrs) will be used to explain its operation.
Ultrasonic energy impinging _Ioon the transducer will result in an electricalsignal being transmitted to the Ultrasonic Emission Detector. The first stage of
signal processing consists of an amplifier with a vo±o_g_ _si_ of <onn abou_ a
center frequency of 31 KHz with a usable range of 5 kU_z on either side of the. This restricted b ndwidth effectively filters out noise and
spurious signals.
next stage signal processing 27 37 signals to
The of converts the to KHz
signals of under 6 KHz, within the range of human hearing. This is accomplished
by hetrodyning the output of the first amplifier with a local oscillator of 32 KHz.
Of the sum and difference frequencies produced the difference will be within thedesired audio range. A potentiometer is provided on the rear panel to adjust the
amplitude of the local oscillator for maximum mixing efficiency. This control is
I adjusted to the point where background noise is just audible with maximum head-phone volume.
The fin_l stage of signal processing consists of signal presentation. The
from the mixer is made available for meter chart recorder
signal or presentation
by a pulse detector with an integration time of about .i second. This output is
available on the rear panel. In additionj signals from the mixer are amplified
for headphone use by an audio amplifier with a gain of 5000_ this output isavailable on the front p nel. A potentiome er adjustment of headph ne volume is
also located on the front panel.
Construction of the Ultrasonlc Emission Detector was undertaken with a high
regard for portability and field use. Removable modular design was used to
facilitate repairs. In addition, a spare module receptical was provided for
-i
_l easy storage of a replacement module. The four basic modules are: (their
_ circuit diagrams are given in the following figures)
I) Amplifier - Figure B2 Oscillator - Figure C
3) Mixer and Pulse Detector - Figure D
4) Headphone Amplifier - Figure E ,_
This instrument was used in the tests presented in Table 4. _ __-:_,
• _
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